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ABSTRACT

Partially Encased Composite (PEC) Columns consist of thin-walled built-up H-shaped

steel sections with links welded near the !lange tips and concrete cast betwcen the

!langes.This study presents the bchaviour of slender partially cncased composite (PEC)

columns tinder eccentric axial load causing symmetrical single curvature bending. The

load to dellection responsc of slender pm1ially encased composite column is formulated

using the Newmark's iterative procedure. The performance of the proposed numerical

method is demonstrated by simulating the three slender PEC column tests from the

literature. The ultimate capacity of the test columns arc compared to that obtained

numerically. The proposed numerical method is observed to predict the experimental

results with good accuracy.

A parametric study is conducted using this method to identify the potential variables that

can significantly affect the behaviour of slenderpartially encased composite column. Both

the major and minor axis bending is considered to observe the significancc of the sclected

parametcrs. The geometric properties that can greatly affect the behaviour ofPEC columns

include the column cross-sectional dimensions. length of the column. longitudinal spacing

of the transverse links. thickness of the steel !lange plates and initial load ecccntricity. The

efTects of these parameters on the axial capacity, mid-height de!lection and interaction

diagram of the slender PEC column are studied. Among material propel1ies. variation of

concrete strength is considered.

The axial capacity of a panially encased compositc columns arc found to decrease

significantly as the overall slenderness ratio increases. panicularly lor columns with

slender plates. The efTect of the ratio of initial load eccentricity to the overall depth of the

column cross-section is observed to increase the lateral displacement of slender columns

significantly and is found more pronounced for columns with higher Lid ratio. Besides, a

reduction in load carrying capacity has been lound with increasing the !lange plate

slenderness ratio. On the other hand. link spacing-to-depth ratio has negligible efrect on

the axial capacity and lateral deflection of slender PEC column. The axial capacity drops

significantly in weak axis bending since lower stiffness is achieved here. EITect of overall

column slenderness ratio. flange plate slenderness ratio and concrete strength are also

studied on the P-M curve of the slender PEC column.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

1.1 BACKGROUND

An innovative structurc may be composed or various types of building materials. As

building materials. stcel has high tcnsile strcngth and ductility and concrctc has high

compressive strcngth. stiftllCss and good rcsistance to corrosion. With thc method or

compositc construction. it is now possiblc to combinc thc positive leaturcs or stccl

construction and structural concrcte. without having to accept the drawbacks. Steel-

concrete composite columns can substantially improve the behaviour and cost efficiency

or steel columns used in the construction of mid-rise and high-rise buildings. A stecl

concrete composite column is a compression member, comprising either a concrete

cncased hot-roll cd stcel section or a concrete Iilled tubular section of hot-rolled stecl and

is gencrally used as a load-bearing membcr in a compositc li'aIl1ed structurc. Typical

cross-sections or composite columns with Itdly and partially cncased stecl scctions and

concrete tilled tubular sections arc illustrated in rig. 1.1.

(a)

Stecl

Concrete

(h)

Steel

Concretc

(c)

Fig.I.I: Typical cross-sections or

(a) Fully encascd composite column (FEC).(b) Partially cncased composite column (PEC)

and (c) Concrete lilled tubular scctions (CrT)



Steel-concrete composite columns are very effective in providing thc rcquired stiflilCSS to

limit the lateral drill of the building to the acceptable level as well as to resist the lateral

seismic and wind loads. The introduction ofstcel rolled shapcs and high strength concrete

has made it possiblc to dcsign columns of large slenderness.
\

Partially encased composite (PEC) columns consisting of thin walled built up steel section

with concrete infill cast betwcen the Ilanges. is a relatively new concept in composite

construction. Transvcrse links arc provided bctween the tlanges at rcgular intervals to

cnhance the resistance to local instability of the thin stcel platcs. Typical cross-section and

3D vicw of thc stecl skcleton of a PEC column is shown in Fig. 1.2. Additional

longitudinal and tic rcbars arc sometimes provided in the encased concrete of this

composite column to enhance the ductility of the column under cyclic loading.

Welded II stecl

! Link

rI• • ~ Coner

d I :
I
I

I . I:. • iI Steel tube ....
II

b : II.
br

(ll) (a)

Fig.I.2: Partially encased compositc columns. (a) cross section and (b) 3D view ofthc

steel contiguration

This innovative composite system reduccs the cost of construction using relativcly low-

cost concrete by minimizing the use ofhighcr cost steel. Bcsides. it also hclps to ovcrcome

thc complexities related to ercction and design of connections of more commonly used

composite columns. Several research works pcrformcd by FiIlion (1998); Tremblay et al.

(1998); Bouchereau & Toupin (2003); Prikett & Driver (2006); Begum et al. (2007) and

Chicoine et al. (2002) on partially encased composite columns arc manifested. Their

rcscarch includcs both numerical and experimental works. Their objectivcis to cstablish

the behaviour and the design provisions for this new type of composite column under
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various loading conditions. Short (Iength-to-depth ratio of 5) column bebaviour of

partially encased composite column section is the major focus included in thesc research

works. Ncvcrthcless. a few long column tests (Iength-to-depth ratio of 20) arc carried out

by (Chicoinc et al. 2002) under static loading condition.This test database is not sufficient

to establish design guidelines for slender PEC columns. Thercfore. extensive research

work is required to fully understand the behaviour of slender PEC columns under eccentric

loading.

L2 OB.JECTIVES OF TIlE STUDY

The objectives of the study can be listed as.

I. To formulate the load to mid-height detlection curve for slender partially encased

composite (PEC) columns using Newmark's numerical iterative procedure.

2. To construct the load to maximum moment curve and column strength curve

(Interaction diagram) for slender PEC column. under symmetric single curvaturc

bending.

3. To conduct a paramctric study with a range of various geometric and material

properties of this composite section under eccentric loading conditions.

1.3 SCOPE OF TilE STUDY

The scope of the study are as follows:

I. In the analysis of slender partially encased composite column. eross-scction of the

column is taken as 450mm x 450mm.

2. To conduct a parametric study of this composite section under eccentric loading

conditions. the column slenderness ratio isvaricd bctweenlO to 30 with

intermcdiate values of 10. 15 and 25.

3. A wide range of load eccentricity ratio is considered to observe the significant

effect of this parameter on the behaviour of slender PEC column. The values

considered are 0.1. 0.2. 0.3. 0.4 and 0.5.

4. The eccentricities arc applied about major as well as minor axis of the steel section

of the composite column. This enables to cover the effect of second order moment

on PEC columns about both major and minor axis bending. under single curvature

bending.

3
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1.4 ORGANISATION OF TilE TIIESIS

The thesis is composed of six chapters. They are as follows:

• Chapter I provides an introduction to steel-concrete composite columns

along with the objectives and scope of the research.

• Chapter 2 presents a comprehensive review on the literature related to both

short and slender PEC column. This chaptcr claborately focuses on the

experimental and numerical research works carried out on PEC columns

with thin walled built-up steel sections.

• Chapter 3 includes the detailed description of Newmark's method which is

used as a numerical tool for thc analysis of slcnder PEC column. This

chapter also describes the formulation of load-detlection curvc and the

formation of interaction diagram for slender PEC column. Moreover. the

performance of the developcd nonlinear numerical itcrative procedure for

predicting the behaviour of slender PEC column isprescntcd in this chapter.

• Chapter 4 presents the detailcd parametric study conducted with thc

dcveloped numerical tool to cover the range of several geometric and

material parameters on the behaviour of slender PEC column. The detailed

study prcscnted hcrein is carried for bending about the strong axis of

slender PEC column.

• Chapter 5 includes thc parametric study regarding bending about wcak axis

of slender PEC column. In this chapter. similar geomctric and matcrial

parameters arc considered as in the prcvious chapter. The findings of the

parametric study along with a comparative obscrvation with the major axis

bending arc demonstrated in this chaptcr.

• Chapter 6 summarises the study performed, gives thc imp0l1ant conclusions

based on of major findings of the research and tinally recommendations for

future work is also provided in this chapter.

4
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CHAPTER TWO

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 INTRODUCTION

A par1ially encased composite (PEC) scction is referred to as H-shaped steef section with

concrete infill between the tlangcs. To better undcrstand the behaviour of the PEC column

with a thin wallcd steel section. on which the current study is being conductcd. a reviewal'

the experimental investigations related to this composite system is prcscnted in this

chapter. Besides. a brief rcview of the literature on PEC columns conducted by finitc

clemcnt analysis of PEC columns is also included to achicvc a complcte picture of the

works on this type of composite section.

2.2 BEIIAVIOUR OF SHORT PEC COLUMN

2.2.1 Experimental Investigations

Extensive experimental research is conducted on thin walled shOl1 PEC columns with built

up section by several research groups. Among these the work carried out by Fillion

(1998). Tremblay et al. (] 998). Chicoine et al. (2000. 2003). Bouchereau and Toupin

(2003). Prikelt and Driver (2006)has been remarkable. A large number of tests were

performed on short PEC columns constructed with normal strength concrete subjected to

eccentric and axial loads. including static and cyclic conditions. Short PEC columns with

high performance concrete were also tested under pure axial compression as well as

combined axial and flexural compression.

The first senes of test on shOl1 PEC columns was performed by Fill ion (1998) and

Tremblay et al. (1998) on specimens with 300mm x 300mm and 450mm x 450mm eross-

sections. The specimens were of a length of five times the cross-section dimension and

were loaded under axial compression. The test program included ten tests on bare steel

5
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column and seven tests on composite columns with different transverse link spacing and

flange slenderness ratios.

To study the possible size effect on the behaviour of short PEC columns, Chicoine et aL

(2000) tested five 600mm x 600mm concentrically loaded columns and compared them

with the first series of test on short PEC specimens which was performed by Tremblay et

aL (1998). They also varied the transverse link spacing and !lange slenderness ratio to

study their intluences on column behaviour. One of the five composite specimens was

provided with additional reinforcement in the form of longitudinal and transverse rebars in

the concrete. Local tlange imperfections between the transverse links were measured on

the steel section of these test specimens. It is observed that the inward imperfection

measurements outnumbered the outward ones with a ratio of 18: 1 on the 600mm

specimens. The tendency of the flange to bow inward was attributed to the fabrication

process used for the specimens, which is intlueneed by the shrinkage of the web to tlange

welds. The maximum amplitude of the measured local imperfections in these test

specimens varied t1'om 0.39mm to 2.02mm. The residual stresses in the steel plate of these

test specimens were also evaluated before the test.

The results of these tests showed that the bare steel PEC columns failed due to local

buckling in the !langes and the web, while the failure of the composite columns occurred

by a combination local buckling of the steel tlanges between the transverse links, yielding

of the steel and crushing of the concrete. Usually local buckling occurred at or near the

peak load. depending on the slenderness of the !lange plates and link spacing. For columns

with relatively wider link spacings. local buckling was observed to occur between 75%

and 80% of their ultimate loads.

The load to deformation responses was studied for the test specimens to evaluate the

influence of the column size. plate slenderness ratio. link spacing and additional

reinforcements. The test results on 300mm. 450mm and 600mm shol1 column specimens

with equal plate slenderness and link spacing. demonstrated that the 450mm and 600mm

specimens behaved in a similar manner while the 300 mm specimens exhibited a more

gradual failure with the same post-peak response, It was also reported that the specimens

with higher bit and sid ratios exhibited a faster degradation of post-peak strength than

columns with lower bit ratios and smaller link spacings. Ilowever, the load to deformation

6
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response before the ultimate load did not vary mueh from one specimen to another since it

rcmained elastic until near the peak. The additional rebarshad a negligible impact on the

ultimate capacity of the column. but significant improvements were observed in the

ductility of the post-peak response. During the tests. the longitudinal and transverse strains

in thc steel shape and transverse links were measured from which the corresponding

stresses were calculated. The strain measurcment in the flanges indicated that the flanges

werc bcnding outward slightly between the links and the web. Ilowever. the transverse

stresses in the flanges and the web of the steel shape due to the lateral expansion of

concrete were found to be small and did not affect the axial capacity of the column. On the

other hand. the lateral expansion of concrete was observed to induce high tensile stresses

in the transverse links. The stresses in the links were observed to be doubled when the link

spacing was halved. as a result of the better confinement of concrete near the exposed

face. Chicoine ct al. (2000) reported weld failure between the transverse links and the

flanges in threc of the composite test specimens. It was recommended that the links be

welded to the flanges to develop their full yield capacity.

Chicoine ct al. (2003) investigated thc effects of construction loading sequence and long

term loading on the behaviour of PEC columns by testing seven short composite columns

with 300mm x 300mm and 450mm x 450mm cross-sections. Four of these specimens

were loaded for 150 days. following a typical construction sequence. The rest were

without any long term loading since they were used to assess the effect of shrinkage strain

in the steel and concrete. The specimens under long-term loading. showed similar

behaviour to that observed in the short term loading tests by Chicoine et al. (2000). The

stress conditions before loading to failure was observed to have no influence on the

ultimate capacity and failure mode of these columns.

Bouchereau and Toupin (2003) conducted tests to investigate the behaviour of short PEC

columns subjected to axial compression and bending under monotonic and cyclic loading

conditions. A total of 22 tests on 2250ml11 long columns and two tests on 5000mm long

beams were performed. Two types of specimens were used. one without additional

rcinforccment and the other with reinforcing steel in the form of longitudinal and

transverse rebars. Both types had a square cross-section of 450mm x 450mm x 9.53mm. A

link spacing of 300mm was used in all the test columns. The loading conditions imposed

in the tests were selected based on the flexural demand on PEC columns when used 111
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conccntrically braced structures subjected to design levcl eartbquake motions. To evaluate

this demand. a nonlinear seismic dynamic analysis was carried out by the researchcs on a

16 and 24 storey braced li'ame building. The results of this study revealed limited flcxural

demand on gravity columns with considerably larger bending moments on the columns of

the bracing bents.

Thc test program was mainly designed to simulate the conditions of a column of the

bracing bents subjected to monotonic and cyclic eccentric axial loads. In each case, the

cffect of strong and weak axis bending was investigated for two dilfcrent values of load

ccccntricity. Thc el1ect of cyclic lateral loading with monotonic axial load on PEC

columns was also cxplored for both strong and weak axis. In addition. two columns were

tested under monotonic concentrated loading only. the results of which were used as

reference values lor othcr tests perlormcd by Bouchereau and Toupin (2003). They

rep011ed that thc occurrence of local buckling and concrete crushing was csscntially

simultaneous in all of the eccentrically loaded test specimens. The specimcns with weak

axis bending exhibited brittle and explosive failures as compared to other spccimens.

However. the prcsence of additional reinforcement in the specimens under weak aXIs

bending is observed to improvc the behaviour of these columns significantly. Thc

additional reinforcement was also increased thc ultimate capacity of the PEC columns by

an avcrage of8% as observed by Bouchereau and Toupin (2003). Comparing the results of

cyclic tests to corresponding monotonic tests. no significant diffcrences in the column

behavior were observcd.

Bouchereau and Toupin (2003) repol1ed that the cycles of loading was no deleterious

effcct on the ultimate capacity. It improved the capacity obtained undcr monotonic loading

conditions by about 4%. No significant differenccs were observed in thc post-peak load to

displacement responsc between cyclically and statically loaded PEC columns. 130uchercau

and Toupin (2003) also constructed load-moment interaction diagrams lor PEC columns

with normal strength concrcte and validated the curves against test rcsults. The interaction

diagrams were developed using the methods typically adopted for reinforced concretc

columns. assuming a lincar strain distribution across the cross-section. They did not

include the effect of local flange buckling, residual stresses in the stec I section or

conlinement of concrete in calculating thc load-moment interaction diagrams Illr PEC

columns with normal strcngth concrete. Very good agreemcnt IVas observed between the
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test and predicted capacities. However. the capacities of two test columns with weak axis

bending without additional rebars were lower than the prcdicted fi'OI11the interaction

diagram by 10 to 15%. They explained this inconsistency by noting the sensitivity of these

columns to unexpectcd test conditions such as accidental eccentricity. improper

installation or detects during thc fabrication process.

Prikett and Driver (2006) conducted a comprehensive experimental research project to

study the behaviour of thin walled PEC columns made with high pcrformance concrete.

The study included II short PEC columns measuring 400mm x 400mm x 2000mm. with

the primary variables being the concrete type. link spacing and load eccentricity. The plate

slenderness ratio was constant (bit = 25) for all of the test columns. The specimens were

divided into two groups. The first group consisted of seven specimens subjected to axial

compression only. Three diflerent link spacing and three types of concrete (normal

strength. high strength and high strength steel fiber reinforced concrete) were used in these

specimens. Two normal strength concrete columns with diflerent link spacings were used

as reterence specimens. Steel fibers were used to observe potential improvement in the

failure mode of PEC columns with high strength concrete.

Four identical PEC columns constructed with high strength concrete and subjected to axial

compression and bending were tested in the second group of specimens by Prikett and

Driver (2006). Bending axis and the amount of load eccentricity were varied to determine

the eflects of these parameters on the column behaviour. Initial local imperfections in the

flange plate were measured at several locations in the steel sections f()r all 11 test

specimens. The local imperfections in the flanges were observed to be inwards in most

locations. with an average maximum amplitude of approximately 1.5mm. Additional

measurements of the local flange imperfections were performed atier the columns were

casted and no significant differences were observed. The column behavior was examined

by considering the failure mode. load to strain response and a transverse stresses in the

steel plates. The high strength concrete PEC columns failed in a similar manner to the

PEC columns with normal strength concrete. Concrete crushing was also combined with

local flange buckling. However. the failure of a high strength concrete column was

observed to be sudden as compared to an equivalent PEC column with normal strength

concrete. Addition of steel fibers in the high strength concrete was found to improve the

failure mode of the columns somewhat. They reported no local buckling prior to the peak
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load in any of the concentrically loaded test spccimens, even lor the specimen with a link

spacing equal to the depth of the column. However, no of the eccentrically loaded

specimen experienced local buckling at 90% of the peak load. Thc effect of confinement,

as revealed by transverse stresses in the steel section, on thc capacity of high strength

concrcte PEC column was similar to that observed lor thc normal strength concrete PEC

columns.

However, thc steel section of columns with high strength concrete yiclded sooner relative

to the peak load as compared to the steel section of the columns with normal strength

concrcte. The axial eapacity of the high strength eoncrete PEC columns was not

significantly affccted by the confinement of concrete and therefore Prikett and Driver

(2006) recommend that confinement not be accounted for the design of these columns.

The maximum stresses in the links were well below the yicld stress and therefore it was

recommended by the researches that the current design requirements for link cross-

sectional area and welding in CSA standard S 16-0 I(CSA 200 I) satisfactory for high

strength concrete PEC columns under concentric and eccentric loading conditions.

Prikett and Driver (2006) also studied the moment to curvature response and developed

load to momcnt interaction diagrams for the eccentrically loaded specimens. The moment

to curvature curves for specimens with strong axis bending showed a gradual decline of

the peak moment as compared to the sudden decline observed in the speeimens with weak

axis bending. To predict the capacity of the eccentrically loaded columns, the load to

moment interaction diagrams were developed using the methods used for reinforced

concrete columns. The etlect of the flange local buckling was included by using an

effective area of the steel flange in the compression zone. In general, the interaction curves

provided a good and eonservative estimate of the ultimate cross-sectional capacities of the

eccentrieally loaded PEC eolumns obtained from the tests. Four columns with strong axis

bending, the capacities obtained from the test exceeded the predicted capacities by 17 to

27%, whereas for columns with weak axis bending, the predicted capacities wcre

exceeded by only 4 to 9%. Prikelt and Driver (2006) attributed this discrepancy to the facl

thaI lhc concrete confinement. which was neglected in predicting the column capacities,

had a more pronounced effect on the column under strong axis bending than on those

under weak axis bending. The presence of a steel flange on the face thaI experiences
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maxImum comprcssion providcd more favorable confinement condition than cither

columns under weak axis bending or those loaded concentrically.

Deng (2008) researched on a half size two storey one bay steel plate shear wall specimen.

with PEC columns as the boundary clements. The test was done under vertical and cyclic

lateral loads to study its behaviour. The overall size of the PEC column was 250mm x

250mm. with the same dimension for the flange width and the column depth. which was

chosen to provide enough column stiffness for anchoring the tension field in the infill

panels. Thickncss of the PEC column was 6.35mm and the corresponding flange width to

thickness ratio is 19.7. For attachment of perpendicular beams framing into the PEC

columns. side plates were welded between the flange tips at each floor level. The thickncss

of the side plates was 12.7mm and the height of the sidc plates was designed to simulate

real construction so the 10rms used in the first storey could be re-used in the second storey.

Round bars with a diameter of 10mm were used as links welded near the PEC column

flange tips to delay local buckling of the column flanges and to provide some confinement

for the encased concrete. A relatively large link spacing of 160mm was used in the middle

portion of the column. Initial imperfections in the PEC column were treated negligible as

the flange deformation was towards the concrete infill between links. To study the

behaviour of the PEC columns subjected to both frame action forces and forces duc to

tcnsion field in the panel. fully plastic moment connections were used at all thc beam to

column joints. As vertical load. nOkN was applied on each PEC column which was about

26.9% of the factored axial compressive capacity of the composite column or about 19.5%

of the untactored axial compressive capacity. Quasi static, cyclic lateral loading was

utilized as the testing technique to conduct the experiment, which means cyclic loads or

deformations would be applied on the specimen in a slow. controlled and prcdetcrmined

manner.

Tearing was initiated ti'OJll the outside flange tips at the bottom of the columns due to the

combination of ti'amc action and anchorage force from the intill panel. Repeated local

buckling of the column flanges and loss of concrete in the region was hastcned the

propagation of the tear through the flange tips towards the web and eventually the tear

opened through the cntire outside flanges. As the specimen was further loaded. the

opening in the column outside tlanges tore into the column webs towards the infill panel

until the test is terminated. At the end of the test. the width of thc opening at thc outside
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flanges was approximately 20mm for both columns. One additional tear was initiated at

the crest of the flange local buckle above the bottom side plate where the flange plate

curvatlll'c was severe due to extensive localized loss of concrete.

Dastfan (201 I) did two large scale tests on steel plate shear walls with built up PEC

columns. The research was consisted of an expcrimental study on the behaviour of two

large scale two-storey steel plate shear walls with PEC columns with buill up H-shaped

steel section. The main objective of the experimental program of was to study the

behaviour of PEC columns in the steel plate shear wall system, thc columns were

subjected to concurrent axial force and bending moment. One of the test specimens was

modular and the other one used reduced beam sections in the frame. Another objective of

the experimental program was to examine the modular construction method in one of the

specimens and the RI3S connections in the other specimen.

The modular specimen had an overall height of 4l20mm and an overall width of 2690mm,

excluding the base plate. Storics were 1900mm high and the column centerline spacing

was 2440mm. The thickness of the intill panel was 3mm. The PEC columns were 450mm

x 450mm in eross section and the thickness in the flanges and webs of both columns were

6.35mm. As large bending moments were expeeted at the base of the columns, links were

placcd closer to postpone the buckling of the flanges. At the base of the column, link

spacing was at least 50mm.

Gravity loads were applied to the tops of the columns equally through a cross-shaped

distributing beam. A constant gravity load of 600kN was applied on top of each column to

represent the serviee gravity loads during the earthquake. The lateral load was applied

through two sets of actuators. which were supported by a reaetion wall. To avoid local

failure of the PEC column due to the loading meehanism itself: a lateral load transition

system was used at each floor to transfer lateral loads trom the actuators to the top flanges

oflhe floor beams. Lateral loads were applied to each floor equally.

During the gravity load application, no buckling was detected in the flanges of the

columns. The intill plates had an initial out-of~plane displaeement in both stories and so

there was no buckling visible during the gravity load application. Thc concrcte in the

columns did not crack or crush which indicated essentially elastie behaviour in that stage.
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The PEC columns fractured in a ductile manner at their base due to the presence of

longitudinal rcinlorcing bars in the columns. Although the specimen suffered from scvcral

regions of tearing in the infill plate and the complete tearing of the outer nanges of the

columns. there is no sudden decrease in strength of the specimen. Dastfan (20 II)

recommended that the specimen was highly redundant and capable of changing the load

path in case of local failures. Therefore. the specimen configuration was adopted as an

excellent option lor resisting lateral loads.

The steel plate shear wall with PEC columns and Rf3S connections showed good overall

perlormance under quasi-static cyclic lateral load. The RBS test specimen exhibited good

post-peak performance and ductility. The displacement ductility of the specimen when it

reaches its peak strength was 4.0 and 90% of the peak strength in the post-peak stage. the

ductility of the specimen is 6.2. The amount of energy dissipated by the RBS specimen

increased as the deformation increased throughout the test Dastfan (20 II) recommended

that the specimen possessed all the characteristics of an eftieient lateral load resisting

system. Besides. the failure of PEC columns at the base was gradual and the crushing of

conercte happened almost immediately alter the specimen reached its maximum strength.

In both the experiments. the presence of longitudinal rebars at the bases of the columns

improved the overall behaviour of the specimens. A stress concentration was observed in

the concrete at the end of the longitudinal rebars. The outer flanges of the columns

buckled in the region during both tests and in the modular test, the concrete crushed in this

region. It is recommended by Dastfan (2011) that the link spacing be reduced in this

region to improve the performance of this region. In addition Dastfan (20 II)

recommended that the use of more ductile concrete. like fiber-reinlorced concrete. at the

bases of the PEe columns might help postpone the crushing of concrcte and improve the

ductility of the hingc region.

2.2.2 Numerical Investigations

Numcrical investigations on short PEC column were done by Maranda (1999).Chicoine et

aL (2002) and Begum et aL (2007). All the researchers conducted finite element analysis

to study the behaviour of PEC column.
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The first reported numerical study on PEC columns with built up steel sections was carried

out by Maranda (1999). The finite element model included a quarter of the cross-section

between two links and in the modeling. the imperfection of the flanges. residual stresses in

the steel section and contact elements between steel and concrete were addressed. The

average numerical peak load obtained from this model was more than the experimental

study peak loads. as reported by Tremblay et al. (1998). In some cases. the peak load was

not reached as the stiffness at the last converged point was observed to be positive.

Chicoine et al. (2002) performed a finite element analysis uSll1g ARAQUS to produce

numerically the behaviour of the composite column near the peak load. modes of failure

and the stresses in the web of the steel shape and in the transverse links. The model was

verified and calibrated against the experiments performed on short term load tests on sh0l1

PEC columns subjected to gravity loading only. The researchers also studied the effects of

loading sequence and long term loading on the PEC column using the numerical model by

simulating the long term tests on short PEC columns. Chicoine et al. (2002) modeled a

qUal1er of the column cross-section with a length of one link spacing. The linite element

model was developed using S8R shell elements for the steel section. C3D20R brick

clements for concrete and 832 beam elements for the transverse links. Two node spring

clements were used to represent the interaction between steel and concrete at their

common surface. The stiffness of these elements was adjusted to simulate the local

buckling of the flange and the separation between steel and concrete as the load ing

progresses. Very high compressive stiffness was deliued for the springs to prevent inward

buckling of the Ilange plate due to the presence of the concrete. On the other hand. very

low tensile stiffness was given to allow the flange to buckle freely in the outward

direction. To simulate the perfect bond between the transverse link and concrete. all nodes

of the link were coupled to adjacent concrete nodes in the axial direction of the link.

Steel material behavior was represented by a bilinear stress-strain curve based on the

typical stress-strain curves obtained Irom tension coupon tests of the plates used in the

column specimens. The mechanical properties of concrete were detined using an effective

compressive strength and an effective elastic modulus.

The cracking model in ABAQUS was used by Chicoine et al. (2002) to represent the

concrete material behaviour in PEC columns. The local imperfections were included by
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applying a deformcd shape corrcsponding to thc first buckling mode obtaincd li'om an

eigcnvalue buckling analysis on thc barc steel section with a length of one link spacing.

The model also includes thc residual stresses dcfined as initial conditions in the steel

plates. Chicoinc et al. (2002) used the Riks displacement control tcchnique to simulatc the

applicd loading conditions in the test specimens. Thereforc an implicit solution strategy

was implcmented to tracc the overall column behaviour throughout the applied

displacement history.

The finite element model dcvelopcd by Chicoinc et al. (2002) provided a very good

reprcsentation ofthc ultimate capacity and load to displaccment response ofsho.1 PEC tcst

specimcn up to the ultimate load. The mean cxpcrimental to numcrical peak load ratio is

observcd to bc 1.0 with a standard deviation of O.OJ. The numerical modcl overcstimated

the cxperimcntal strain at pcak load by 5% on avcrage. The post pcak responsc of thc

columns was obtaincd only over a shol1 deformation rangc due to convergcnce problems

cxpericnccd by the numcrical model. This can be attributed to the inadequacy of thc

implicit solution method for rcpresenting the highly nonlinear post-peak bchaviour.

Howcvcr. thc ultimate point was observed to be passed successfully since the post pcak

stiffness in all thc analysis is negative. The numerical failure mode in axial compression

was identical to thc experimental one. with local buckling of the !lange occurring

outwards in a singlc wavc betwecn links.

Begum et al. (2007) developed a more sophisticated modc ofthc whole PEC column. The

model used in the study of the short PEC column is shown in Fig. 2.1. The model was

selected based on the observed failure mode in the experimcnts on concentrically loaded

specimcns and thc symmetric agreemcnt of the transverse links along the hcight of thc

column.

Four node finite strain reduced integration shell clements were used to model the !langc

and web of the steel shape. A sensitivity analysis was performed with this element to

optimize the mcsh in order to produce proper representations of local buckling of the steel

!lange. In modeling the web and !lange plates of a specimen, seven elements were defined

along the half width of the platcs. At the corner. narrow clements with a width equal to

one-half the thickness of the plates arc defined to match the mesh of the stcel plates with

that of the concrete.
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fig. 2.1 : Finite element mesh developed by Begum et al. (2007). (a) Typical short column

displaying the parts between consecutive links (b) Mesh configuration ofa typical part in

the test region of the column

The concrete inli11 was modeled with eight-node reduced integration brick elements using

a 6 x 6 mesh over the quarter cross section. The number of brick clements in thc

longitudinal direction was equal to the number chosen lor the steel plates. The transverse

steel link was modeled using two node beam elements and was meshed in such a way so

as to match the nodes of the concrete clements of the column. The extended model of the

column was initially in several parts. each with a unique link spacing and compressive

strength of concrete. At the common interface between two adjacent palts in the model.

the corresponding nodal degrees of freedom were linked using multipoint constraints to

ensure compatibility. The interface of the steel tlange and the encased concrete was

modeled using a friction type master-slave contact. The tensile bond between the contact

surlaces was delined as zero. Symmetry boundary conditions arc applied along the planes

of symmetry of the models. A displacement control technique was used to apply the axial

compression to the top surface of the model. To avoid local I;lilure ncar the top of the

column due to the applied loading. no separation was permitted between the !lange plate at

the top segment of the column and the adjacent concrete surface. Both material and

geometric nonlinearities caused by large rotations were accounted for in that finite clement

model.
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A tinite clement model including the full cross section and full hcight of the test

specimens was developed to produce the combined effect of bending moment and axial

load. Four of the eight eccentrically loaded specimens had additional steel reinforcement.

The rebars were modeled using two node three dimensional truss elements and were

embedded within the concrete. The end plates were modeled using rigid body surfaces.

The top and bottom rigid planes were fixed to the adjacent nodes of the composite cross

section. The load and the end boundary conditions were applied through the rigid body

reference nodes. The damage plasticity model in ABAQUS was used to simulate the

concrete material behaviour in the PEC columns. The model was a continuum. plasticity

based damage model for concrete. The damage plasticity modcl used a non-associated

plastic !low rule. The uniaxial compressive stress-strain response of concrete was assumed

as linear up to 30% of its compressive strength.

Local imperfections in the column were defined as the out-ot~straightness of the steel

flange between two consecutive transverse links. The inward imperfection of the flange

plate was expected to improve the resistance to local buckling of the columns. On the

other hand. outward imperfection was expected to decrease the local buckling capacity of

the flange plate. The residual stresses in the steel plates were modeled as initial stresses in

each clement of the flange and web. It is considered constant along the height of the

numerical model. To determine the post peak response of the PEC composite system. an

explicit dynamic solution strategy was selected. The explicit strategy determined the

solution without iteration by explicitly advancing the kinematic state over small time

increments. All the test specimens selected in the study arc loaded quasi-statically. To

simulate the quasi-static process using a dynamic explicit solution method. the load was

applied using smooth amplitude displacement history. In full model. a loading rate of

15mm/s was used for columns with strong axis eccentricity and 8mm/s was used for

columns with weak axis eccentricity.

To obtain a quasi static response. the duration of applied displacement and the value of

mass scaling were chosen through an iterative process. To evaluate whether or not the

numerical models were producing a quasi static response. the energy history was studied.

The numerical analysis results of the small model were found to be in good agreement

with the experimental results in the prepeak zone Itlr concentrically loaded column. For
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eccentrically loaded column also the numerical behaviour of the selected specimens was

observed to be in good agreement with the experimental response. The mean value of peak

load ratios is 0.99. Fig. 2.2 shows the results of concentrically loaded columns.
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Fig. 2.2:Experimental and numerical load to strain behaviour for concentric column

(Begum et al. (2007))

But near and after the ultimate load. the strains obtained fi'om the model were found to be

higher than those obtained experimentally. This was mainly due to the local buckling of

the thin flanges followed by separation of concrete and steel surfaces.

For all specimens. alier the ultimate point the steel plates carried most of the load as the

concrete sot\ened quickly aner reaching the crushing strength. Moreover, it was fi.mnd that

the specimen with a link spacing equal to half of the column depth exhibited gradual

failure as compared to the specimens with a link spacing equal to the column depth.

Besides. when link spacing equal to the depth of the column. inward imperfection with a

maximum amplitude of 2mm increased the capacity only 0.36%. whereas the same

amplitude of outward imperfection resulted in a 2.03% reduction in the ultimate capacity.

When link spacing equal to half of the column depth. inward imperfection of Imm

resulted in a 0.69% increase in capacity and the same amplitude of outward imperfection

decreased the capacity by 1.19%. The failure in all the analysis observed in the numerical

analysis was due to the initiation of local instability of the flange plate between two

transverse links followed by crushing of adjacent concrete. In all cases f'lilure mode is

matched with that observed in the experiments.
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Deng (2008) conducted a research work on a half sizc two storcy one bay stecl platc shcar

wall specimen. with PEC columns as the boundary elements. A tinite element model of

the specimen was developed and loaded in a pushover analysis with a dynamic explicit

solution strategy in ABAQUS. The tinite element model for PEC column developed by

Begum et al. (2007) was adopted in the numerical study by Deng (2008).

In finite clement analysis. the ultimate capacity of the model was found as 1670kN which

is 8% lower than that of the test result. In the model. double curvature was observed in

both columns. with the point of contraflexure located at a higher position in the

compression column than in the tension column. The model provided good prediction of

moment. The internal forces in the columns from the model and the test were close until

the first floor deflection reached 2lmm. The differences between the internal forces in the

columns obtained from the model were afleeted by the difference in the stress distribution

in the pancl between the model and the test due to the difference between the monotonic

loading with the modified material curve and the cyclic loading with the original material

curve.

Dastfan (20 II) performed a numerical study on steel plate shear wall with PEC column. A

study was done to develop the end-panel Ilexibility parameter and also the column

flexibility parameter. In order to determine the upper limit of thc end-panel flexibility

parameter. an extensive parametric numerical study was conducted. The numerical study

covered various parameters like panel aspect ratio (Uh). infill plate thickness and size

effect. In order to investigate the effect of the beam to column connection rigidity on both

column flexibility parameter and end panel flexibility parameter. a numerical study was

conducted on lilil-seale models with various panel aspect ratios and infill plate thickness.

A linear elastic model created with SAP2000 showed that the initial stiffiless of the first

storey of the steel plate shear wall was 158kN/mm. Besides. initial stiffiless of the first

storey of the li'ame was 26.5kN/mm. Dastfan (20 II) recommended that the contribution of

the li'ame in thc overall lateral stilTness ofthc test specimen was approximatcly 15% in the

initial stage. The contribution of the frame in the overall lateral stiffness of the system

reduced as test progressed and the columns suffered trom tearing of their Ilanges and

crushing of concrete at their base,
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2.2.3 Capacity Prediction Models

The experimental and numerical investigations on PEC columns with built-up sections led

to the development of a capacity prediction model for these columns.

2.2.3.1 Axial Capacity

In PEC column with built-up section, compressive cross-sectional strength of the PEC

column was calculated using the following expression proposed by Tremblay et al. (1998).

with modifications from the work of Chicoine et al. (2002)

C =(A F +O.92WI1 f +11 f ),. se y 0 cu ,. y,. (2.1 )

where, A." is the effective area of the steel shape as defined by Equation (2), F" is the yield

strength of the steel plate, A" is the cross sectional area of concrete, feu is the concrete

slender strength and A,. and F,.,. are the area and yield strength of the longitudinal rebars.

A,'e = (el - 21 + 2he)1 (2.2)

Where, d is the overall depth of the cross-section, f is the thickness of the steel plates and

b, is the total effective width of the flange. To account for the etTect of local buckling in

the column capacity, b, is expressed as,

b .
b= .I 5,b
e (I + A 2/1)1//1 f

P

(2.3)
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b
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12 (1 - v." ) F.v

,/ E.,.k
(2.4)

0.9 \ 2
k = ---+ O.2(~) +O.75,

(~/ hfb ,
.I

(2.5)

In Equation (2.3), b; is the full width of a flange plate and A" is a slenderness parameter

calculated using Equation (2.4). E" and Vs in Equation (2.4) arc the elastic modulus and
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Poisson's ratio respectively of steel. The value of the lactor n in Equation (2.3) is taken as

1.5 as proposed by Chicoine et al. (2002). Equation (2.1) and (2.4) arc included in CSA

s 16.0 1 (CSA 200 I) for determining the design capacity lor axially loaded PEC columns

with built-up thin walled shapes. but with a slight modilieation in the concrete strength

reduction lactor. For simplicity. the strength reduction factor 0.92 ~f in Equation (2.1) is

replaced by 0.8 in CSA S 16-0 I. However, these design equations are subjected to cel1ain

limitations imposed by the scope of the experimental and numerical research works. The

yield strength of the steel plate and reinforcing bar is limited to no greater than 350MPa

and 400MPa arespectively and concrete strengths only up to 40MPa are allowed. The

!lange width. h( must be within 0.9 to 1.1 times the section depth. d and have a slenderness

ratio. hl21 not greater than 32. The thickness of the web plate must be equal to the

thickness of the flanges and the connections between thcm must be providcd by

continuous lillet welds designed to develop the shear yicld capacity of thc web. The

spacing ofthc transverse links is limited to the lesser of500mm or 0.67 d and the area ofa

link must be at least the greatest ofO.63mm'. 0.0 Ibjl and O.5mm' per mm of link spacing.

Finally. the equations are applicable only to concentrically loaded columns with a clear

height to depth ratio of 14. As reported by Prickett and Driver (2006). the design equations

for concentrically loaded columns provide conservative estimations of the axial capacity

of pEC columns with high strength concrete. Therelore. it was recommended that the

current upper limit for the strength of concrete to be increased from 40 to 70MPa.

2.3 BEllA VIOUR OF SLENDER PEe COLUMN

On slender PEC column. limited numbers of experimental and numerical research works

were conducted. A brief description of these works is provided in the next section.

2.3.1 Experimental Invcstigation

Four long columns with a length to depth ratio of were tested by Chicoine et al. (2000) to

study the overall buckling behaviour of these columns under monotonic loading. In this

test program. one bare steel column and three composite columns were tested with two

dilferent link spacings. All columns were of a square cross-section of 450mm x 450mm

and a !lange slenderness ratio of23.
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Additional reinforcement in the form of longitudinal and tie bars were provided in one of

the composite specimens. Both local and global geometric impcrfections were measurcd in

all specimens beforc the test took place. The tlanges of these specimcns were obscrved to

have outward local imperfections. with maximum amplitudes less than Imm. The global

outward straightness was measured about the weak axis and was also found to be small.

representing typically about 1/3000 of the total heights of the columns. The long columns

were tested under conccentric loading. except lor one. which was tested with an

eccentricity of 0.06d about the weak axis. However. Chicoinc et al. (2000) reported thc

presence of significant bending moment in all specimens about the strong and wcak axcs

caused by accidental eccentricity or uneven end bearing. Equivalent strong and weak axes

eccentricities are. therefore calculated for each specimen at the bottom. mid-height and top

elevations using elastic theory. Chicoine et al. (2000) recommended these computcd

valucs of eccentricity be included in the finite element analysis of these test specimens.

Thc test results demonstrates thc brittle and explosive failure mode of the long compositc

specimens that consisted of global tlexural buckling along with local buckling and

concrete crushing between two links. The steel only specimen was observed to fail by

global buckling followed by local buckling at sevcral link intervals. As rep0l1ed hy

Chicoine ct al. (2000). no wclds of transverse links jailed during the tests. Thc ultimate

capacities of the slender column were observed to be about 80% of those ofsh0l1 columns

with similar cross-sections and link spacings. The initial wcak axis eccentricity of 0.06e1

applied in one of the tests decreased the column capacity by 20% when comparcd with the

specimen having sim ilar geomctric and material properties. The transversc stresses on thc

!langc plates were observed to bc higher on the comprcssion side and lower on the tcnsion

side. with intermediatc values in the wcb. The additional rcinforccment was obscrvcd to

provide no improvcment in the ductility of thc long compositc column. as opposcd to thc

bcneficial cffect observed in the short composite columns. Howevcr. a dircct comparison

betwccn thc two long specimens with and without additional reinforcements was not

possiblc duc to the presence of accidcntal eccentricity in the test specimens.

2.3.2 Numcrical luvcstigatiou

Begum et al. (2007) conducted comprehensive finite elemcnt analysis on PEC

columns.Thrce 9.0m long PEC columns with a cross-scction of 450mm x 450mm x
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9.75mm tested by Chicoine et al. (2000) were selected for linite clement simulation to

predict the global buckling behaviour of slender PEC column. In the test regions of these

eolumns. two types of link spaeing were used. One is equal to the depth of column and

another is balf of the depth of column. Additional reinforcements were provided only in

the third specimen. Among these three specimens. one was intended to have eccentric

loading. In the case. the load was applied at an eccentricity of 28mm. resulting in bending

about tbe weak axis. Ilowever. bending moment was found in the concentrically loaded

cofumns due to accidental eccentricity. To represent these bending moments. both strong

and weak axis equivalent eecentricities were ealculated from the longitudinal strain gauge

reading for all three specimens. Two sets of numerical analyses were performed for each

of the long test columns. onc using the applied eccentricity and other using the measured

eccentricity about the weak axis as reported by Chicoine ct al. (2000). Thc deduccd valucs

of weak axis cccentricity used in the numerical analysis of the first specimen were 20mm

at the top and 10mm at the bottom end of the column. ror second specimcn. thcse valucs

were 45mm and 35mm at top and bottom end of the column respectively. and 35mm and -

5mm at top and bottom end respectively for the third specimen.

Thc ratios of experimental to numcrical peak load were found 0.77 and 0.86 lor the lirst

and second specimen rcspectivcly. However. these values werc close to unity when thc

specimcns were analyzed with eccentricities deduced from the measured strains. In the

case of third specimen. both of the numerical analyses were observcd to give highcr peak

loads than that obtained experimentally. The slender PEC columns wcre observed to fail

by global buckling as well as local flange buckling. The numerical and experimental

failure modes of slender PEC columns are shown in Fig. 2.3.

The axial strains at peak load for long PEC columns were overestimated by the numerical

model in both sets of analyses. with better prediction in the analyses including

eccentricities deduced from measured strain data.
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Fig, 23: Comparison of numerical and experimental failure modes for long PEC columns,

(a) Numerical (Begum et aL 2007) and (d) Experimental (Chicoine et aL 2000)

2.4 SUMMARY

The research on PEC columns with thin walled sections reviewed in this chapter reveals

that the behaviour of short PEC column with normal and high perfonnanee materials arc

become relatively well understood from the full scale extensive experimental and

numerical investigations, Design guidelines and axial capacity of short PEC column arc

well established and included in Canadian steel design code (CSA -S 16,09), However,
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design guidelines for slender PEC columns are not included in the design code due to

scarcity of ample research on long PEC columns. Moreover, it is not possible to obtain a

complete understanding of various components from experimental investigations only due

to high cost and time requirement for full scale testing. No numerical study is not

performed yet to explore the behaviour of slender columns under the combined action of

axial and flexural loads. In this regard, a numerical analysis needs to be conducted to

represent the axial load and moment capacity of this slender column under eccentric loads.

Moreover. the influences of several key parameters which could not be studied by the

experimental programs, on the behaviour of these columns under axial compression and

bending need to be investigated using numerical methods.
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CHAPTER THRE~:

METHODOLOGY TO FORMULATE LOAD DEFLECTION AND

INTERACTION CURVE

3.1 INTRODUCTION

Experimcntal rcscarch work on slcndcr panially cncascd compositc column is costly and

cumbcrsome. A numcrical tool is thercfore required to undcrstand the bchaviour of slender

partially encascd composite column. In this rcgard. Newmark's numerical iterative

procedure is selectcd to develop anumerical modcl to formulatc the load-dcflcction curve

and thc corresponding load-momcnt curve for slcndcr columns. A dctailcd description of

Newmark's mcthod (Ncwmark's. 1943) is prcscntcd in this chapter. Bcfore implcmenting

thc Newmark's mcthod, a bricf dcscription on thc behaviour and analysis of slcnder

column is provided. This is followed by thc application of this mcthod in dcveloping the

load deflection curve of a typical slcndcr PEC column. This chapter also describcs the

formation of thc interaction diagram of the slendcr partially encascd composite column.

The pcrlonnancc of thc proposcdnumerical tool in prcdicting the ultimatc capacity of thc

column is prcsented by analyzing the slender column tcsts performcd by Chicoine ct al.

(2000).

3.2 BEllA VIOUR AND ANAL YSIS OF SLENDER COLUMN

A slender column is dcfincd as a column that has a significant reduction in its axial load

capacity due to moments rcsulting from latcral deflcctions of the column. How the axial

load capacity is affectcd by thc latcral dcflection, is illustratcd in Fig. 3.1 and Fig. 3.2. Fig.

3.1 shows a pin-cnded column and subjected to ccccntric loads. Thc momcnts at thc cnds

ofthc columns arc.
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/vI = Pe (3.1 )

When the loads f' arc applied. the column deflects laterally by an amount 6. as shown in

Fig. 3.1. ror equilibrium. the internal moment at the mid-height must bc

AI = I'(e + LJ)
(3.2)

The detlection increases the momcnts lor which the column must be designed. In the

symmetrical column shown here. the maximum moment occurs at mid-height. where the

maximum detlection occurs.

Figure 3.2 shows an interaction diagram for a reintorced concrete column. This diagram

gives the combinations of axial load and moment required to causc nlilure of a column

cross section or a very short length of column. The dashed radial line OA is a plot of the

end moment on the column in Fig. 3.1. Because this load is applied at a constant

eccentricity. e. the end moment. Me, is a linear function of p. given by Equation (3.1). Thc

curved solid line OB is the moment M at mid-height of the column. given by Equation

(3.2). At any given load 1'. the moment at mid-height is the sum of the end moment. I'e.

and the moment due to detlections. I'Ll. The line OA is referred to as a toad-moment curvc

lor the end moment. while the line OB is the load-moment curve lor the maximum column

moment.

railure occurs when thc load-moment curve OB for the point of maximum moment

intersects thc interaction diagram tor the cross section. Thus the load and moment at

failurc are denoted by point B in Fig. 3.2. Bccause of the increasc in maximum moment

due to detlections. the axial-load capacity is reduced from A to B. This reduction in axial

load capacity results jJ'om what is relerred to as slenderness eflects.

Lateral detlections of a slender column cause an increase in the column moments. as

illustrated in rigs. 3.1 and 3.2. These increased moments cause an increase in the

deflections. which in turn lead to an increase in the moments. As a result. the load-moment

line OB is Fig. 3.2 is nonlinear. If the axial load is below the critical load. the process will

converge to a stable position. If the axial load is greater than the critical load. it will not.

This is referred to as a second order process. because it is described by a second order

ditferential as.
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rig. 3.1 : rorees in a dctlceted column

o
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B

Load-maximum
moment curve

Short column
/ Interaction diagram

Moment

Fig. 3.2: Load and Moment in a Column
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3.3 NEWMARK'S METHOD TO COMPUTE SECOND ORDER Df:FLECTION

The second order deflcction thcrcforc plays a significant rolc in identifying thc strength of

slendcr PEC columns. Newmark's numerical iterative prucedure is implemented to

compute this second order deflection for slender PEC columns under symmetrical single

curvature bending for a given axial load and applied eccentricity. This method is also used

by Mirza and Tikka (2005) to simulate the slender column behaviour of fully encased

composite columns.

3.3.1 Subdivision of Slender Colullln

In Newmark's method. the slender column is subdivided into a number of segments or

stations. During the subdivision of the slender column. an equal length is maintained lor

each diffcrential segment of the specific column. In analyzing the slcnder column. the

segmented value is considercd as low as possible so that a linear deflectcd shape can be

assumed within each segment (as shown in Fig. 3.3).

3.3.2 Assumption of Deflection (i\)

Maximum deflection occurs at the mid-height ofa slender PEC column. At the ends of the

column lateral detlections are zero. Since. the column is divided into differential segmcnts.

the shape of the detlection profile of each segment is considered nearly as a straight linc

instead of a parabolic curvc (Fig. 3.3(b». Unit detlection is assumed at the mid-height of

the column. At other points along the length of the deflections are determined by lincar

interpolation with unit at middle and zero at end. The values are shown in Fig. 3.3(b).

Since. the geomctry and loading condition is symmetric only half Icngth of the column is

considcred in this study.

3.3.3 Calculation of Total Moment (M)

The bending moment diagram for a pin ended slender partially encased composite column

(Fig. 3.4(a)) of length L. subjected to eccentric axial loading is shown in Fig. 3.4(b). the

total bending moment (M) at each station along the length of the column is calculated

according to Equation (3.2).
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3.3.4 Determination of Curvature

The curvaturc corresponding to the total moment at each station is retrieved from the cross

sectionmoment-curvature curve for the given axial load level in order to define the

distribution of curvature along the column length. The following formula is used in

detennining the curvature.

M
!p=--

Eletr
where.

M = Total moment at any segment

'f1 = Curvature corresponding to the total moment

EI'JJ= Effective stiffness of the composite section

3.3.4.1 Calculation of Effective Stiffness

(3.4 )

In the analysis of a partially encased composite column. effective sti ffness is an important

property which entirely depends on the geometric and material properties of the composite

section. According to AISC (2005) effective flexural stiftiless of composite column can be

calculated as.

EI =EI+CEI~tr ss Icc

where.

E, = Modulus of elasticity of steel

E,. = Modulus of elasticity of concrete

I,=Moment of inertia of steel shape

1,= Moment of inertia of the concrete section

The co-etlicient. CI is determined using the effective area of steel as follows:

A
C = 0.1+ 2(~ + A )
I A se

c

(3.5)

(3.6)
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Again,

Ase = (d - 21 + 2be)1

where,

d = Overall depth of the cross-section

1 = Thickness of the steel plates

b, = Total effective width of the flange

A, = Area of steel
A,,= Effective area of steel

To account for the effect of local buckling in the column capacity, b, is expressed as,

b
b = I 7O,b
e (l+A 2n)l/n I

p

(3.7)

(3.8)

A
p

b

1

(3.9)

k= 0.9 +0.2(~/ +0.75.

(-b
s
/ bI
I

where,

(3.10)

bJ = Full width of flange plate

Ap= Slenderness parameter

Vs = Poisson's ratio of steel

n = 1.5, as proposed by Chicoine et al (2002)

Using the above formulas, curvature is obtained in each segment and curvature diagram is

completed as illustrated in Fig. 3.5.
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Fig. 3.5: Curvalure (M/EI) diagram for slender partially encased composite column

3.3.5 Dctcrmination of Eqnivalcnt Nodal Forcc

The conjugate beam melhod is used 10 compute the deflection al each oC the stations. It is

done by determining equivalcnl nodal lorce (R) 1"0111 Ihe M/EI diagram. Equivalenl nodal

forcc is taken as the eonlributing area oCthe M/EI diagram. The Fig. 3.6 shows Ihe method

in delails.

<P,

o I

II------+------<1
6.,/2 6.,/2

Fig. 3.6: Equivalent nodal force al exlreme corner poinl

At Ihe top point of a slender column. equivalent nodal force is calculated using Ihe

contribuling area as shown in fig. 3.6. As the value oC curvature al the exlreme corncr

point is very small. the value of equivalent nodal lorce atlhat point is approximaled as:
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'I' +'1' Ll
R =.!-( () 1)(-_£)
() 2 2 2

(3.11 )

At the interior points of a slender column, equivalent nodal lorce is calculated using the

contributing area by averaging the adjacent valucs of curvature diagram. Pig. 3.7

illustrates the calculation clearly.

'I' + 2'1' + 'I'1 () 1 2
R =-( )ILl)

1 2 2 x

"

.'.'
"

o

1 ,
,

'1'2

'1'1 ,
,

,

2

A,

(3.12)

Fig. 3.7: Equivalent nodal force at interior point

At the mid-height of column, the highest value of equivalent nodal force is found. From

the curvature diagram, it is noted that the amount of curvatures which are adjacent to the

mid-height curvature, is same. Thus, at mid-height location, the value of equivalent nodal

force for a slender column is (shown in Fig. 3.8),

1
R = - (If! + 'I' )(Ll )
6 2 j 6 x

Here,

Ro, RI, Rio = Equivalent nodal force at station 0, I and 6 respectively and so on.

t>, = Segmental differential length

(3.13)
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Fig. 3.8: Equivalcnt nodal force at mid-hcight of slendcr column

Using the mentioned fonnulas. equivalent nodal force is determincd up to the mid-height

location of slender partially encased composite column. These are thc acting point forces

on thc conjugate bcam as shown in Fig. 3.9 (b).

Li2

o
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,,/
Ruo-
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Li2 3 RJ1j>J

1j>, 4 R,
1j>, 5 R,
1j>" R.6

(a) (b)

Fig. 3.9: (a) Curvature diagram (b) Equivalent nodal force or point force on slcnder

column or conjugate bcam (considcring half of column lcngth)
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3.3.6 Determination of Slope of the Detlected Columns

In order to determine the slope of the curvature curve. the predetermined equivalent nodal

force on slender column is used. In conjugate beam method. the nodal forces arc

equivalent to the point forces on the conjugate beam. Consequently. the shear forces of the

conjugate beam imply the slope for the slender partially encased composite column. The

Fig. 3.10 shows the formation of shear force diagram.

2 R,

L/2 3 R,

~ R,
S Rs

6 R,

Fig. 3.10: Slope of the detleeted shape of column

3.3.7 Determination of Lateral Detleetion of Columus

To calculate the deflection of slender partially encased composite column. bending

moments of the conjugate beam is to be determined. In conjugate beam method. the slope

of the curvature curves are equivalent to the shear forces on the conjugate beam.

Consequently, the bending moments of the conjugate beam reveals the lateral deflection

lor the slender pat1ially encased composite column. Fig. 3.11 shows the conversion of

shear force diagram to bending moment diagram for half column length.

After determining the detlection profile for a slender column, the ratio of the assumed

detlection and the calculated detlection is determined. If the computed deflections and the

initial deflections are within prescribed limits of 0.05%, an equilibrium solution is

obtained. If not. the computed deflections arc substituted for the assumed deflections and

the process is repeated until the deflections converge.
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Fig. 3.1 I: Deflection of slendcr partially encased composite column (considering half of

the column length)

3.4 FORMULATION OF LOAI>-DEFLECTION CURVE ANI> ULTIMA TI~AXIAL

LOAD FOR SLENDER PEC COLUMN

In this section thc load to lateral deflection curve and the ultimate capacity for a typical

slender PEC column is formulated. A typical PEC column with cross-sectional properties

as shown in Fig. 3.12 is selected.

The column has a cross-section of 450mm x 450mm with overall slenderness ratio (Lid)

of 25. The flange plate slenderness ratio (bit) and transverse link spaeing to depth ratio

(sid) are seleeted as 25 and 0.7 respectively. Load eccentrieity ratio (e/d) of this

eecentrically loaded column is taken as 0.2. Normal strength concrete of 30MPa is used to

construct the eolumn. Grade of steel is assumed to be 350MPa with a modulus of elasticity

of 200GPa. The effeetivc flexural stillness and effective steel area are calculated using

Equations (3.3) and (3.5), respectively.
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Fig. 3.12: Geometry of slender PEC column and forces on column

(a) Cross-section (b) Elevation (c) Loading on PEC column
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3..•. 1 Load to Mid lIeight Deflection Curve

To lormulate the load-deflection curve, fcw values of axial loads is selected and sccond

order deflection of slender column at its mid-height for each load level is determined using

the Newmark's non-linear numerical procedure. The steps followed can be summarized as.

I. The length of the slender column is subdivided into several differential segments.

A unit deflection is assumed at the mid-height of the slender column and zero at

the ends. The deflection at other stations along the length is determined through

linear interpolation.

2. The total moment at each station along the length of the column is evaluated using

Equation (3.1) for the selected level of axial load.

3. Using the moments obtained from the previous step the curvature at the selected

stations along the length of the column is computed.

4. Using the conjugate beam method the deflection at each station is calculated. This

deflection is compared to the assumed deflection.

5. If the computed deflections and the initial deflections are within prescribed limits

of 0.05%. an equilibrium solution is obtained. If not. the computed deflections arc

substituted tor the assumed deflections and the process is repeated until the

detlections converge.

The details of the calculations and results arc presented in Table A.I to AA in Appendix.

The load to mid height detlcction curve for the PEC column is shown in Fig. 3.13.

5000
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Z
'"." 3000
'"0~
'" 2000
'x«
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Mid-height deflection (mm)

Fig. 3.13: Load- deflection curve of slender (L/d=25. e/d=0.2)

partially encased composite column
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3.4.2 Formulation of interaction diagram for short column

The interaction diagram for shOlt column is formulated as followed by Bouchereau and

Toupin (2002) and Prickett and Driver (2006). Bouchereau and Toupin (2002) and Prickett

and Driver (2006) predicted the capacity of eccentrically loaded columns Ii'om load-

moment interaction diagrams constructed using a procedure commonly adopted lor

reinlorced concrete columns. ;\ linear strain distribution along the cross-section, based on

observations Ii'om the strain measurements taken during the test. is implemented for the

construetion of this diagram. The extreme compressive strain is set at 350011£. whereas the

extreme tensile strain is varied from 0 to 10 times the yield strain of the steel. For eaeh

strain gradient, the ultimate load and moment capacities are ealculated from the material

and geometric properties of the composite eross-seetion, The compressive lorce in the

concrete. Ce• is calculated using the following expression. assuming a rectangular stress

hlock,

(3.14)

where.

bc= Net width of concrete block (i.e. excluding the web thickness of strong axis bending

and excluding the flanges for weak axis bending)

c = Distance between the extreme compression fibre and neutral axis

a. =0.85-0.0015l ?0.67
I ell

fJ = 0.97 - ()0025f ? 0.67
I Cll

(3.15)

(3.16)

To calculate the contribution of the steel to the eapacity of the composite column, the

section is diseretised in such a way as to have etlectively uniform strain in each individual

piece. For strong axis bending, the flanges are considered to be one piece, whereas the

web is divided into ten pieces. On the other hand. for weak axis bending. the web is

considered as one piece and each flange is diseretised into ten pieces. (Prickett and Driver.

2006). The resultant lorce for each individual piece is calculated by multiplying the area of

the piece by its average strain, However. if the strain in the individual piece exceeded the

yield strain, the loree resultant is determined by multiplying the area of that piece by the

yield stress, In calculating the area of a flange piece in compression, the effective width. b,

(using equation 2. With n=l.5) is used by (Prickett and Driver. 2006). Finally. the total
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load capacity of the composite column is determined by adding the force resultants for

concrete and steel and the moment capacity arc obtained fi'om thc summation of each

force multiplied by its distance fi'OI11the centerline of the column cross-section.

3A.3 Ultimate Axial Load

The ultimate axial load capacity of a slender column is determined uS1l1g the cross-

sectional column strength curve (load-moment interaction diagram) as well as the slender

column load to maximum moment (P-M) curvc. The former one is developed using a

procedure commonly adopted for reinforced concrete columns. The load to moment curve

is plotted using the mid height deflections calculated for each load level in the previous

scetion. The slender column P-M curve is then superimposed on the cross-sectional

interaction diagram. as shown in Fig. 3.14. The point of intersection is the ultimate

capacity of thc column (Wight and MacGregor. 2009). The axial load corresponding to

this point is the ultimate capacity of the selected slender PEe column with Lid ratio of 25

and e/d ratio 01'0.2.

Axial Load
P-i\l cun'c of slender PEe
column

Cross-Sl'ctioll Interaction
diagnllll

l\lomcnt

Fig. 3.14: Determination of ultimate moment at a given eccentricity

The moment corresponding t6 this point is the maximum moment at the mid height of the

column.
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3.5 FORMULATION OF INTERACTION J)(AGRAM FOR SLENJ)ER PEC

COLUMN

The interaction diagram or column strength curve of the slender PEC column is

constructed using the cross-section interaction diagram and the P-M curves for the column

at various levels of eM ratios as shown in Fig. 3.15. For different e/d ratios ranging from

0.05 to 50. the P-M curves arc constructed using the procedure described in section 3.4.1

and 3.4.3.The selected e/d ratios arc 0.05. 0.1. 0.2. 0.3. 0.4. 0.5, 0.6. 0.7. 0.8. 0.9. 1.0. 2.5.

5.0 and 50. When the eccentricity depth ratio is 50, the amount ofaxial load is nearly zero.

These curves are superimposed on the cross-section strength curve of the column. The

M=/'.e diagrams are also plotted for the different values of e/d ratios. Now a horizontal

line (BC) is drawn from the intersection point (point B) of the cross-section interaction

curve and the nonlinear P-M curve (curve 00) for each eccentricity (e, and e2 are shown).

The point of intersection(C) of the horizontal line (BC) and line OA (lvf=/'e,) represents

the axial load and moment at the end of the column at failure. This process is repeated for

the selected PEC column (Lld=25) for the selected values of e/d ratios and the

corresponding failure points are determined. The slender column interaction curve (as

shown by dashed line in Fig. 3.15) is then drawn by connecting the failure points (C, and

C2) (Wight and MacGregor. 2009). This curve shows the loads and maximum end

moments causing failure of the given slender column.

P-M curve of slender PEC
column
D,

Axhll Load

M=P.e,

/ 11,

Column strength

Cross-section
strength

A,
Il,

o
l\lomcnt

Fig. 3.15: Formation of interaction diagram of slender PEC column
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3.6 VERIFICATION OF APPLIED NUMERICAL METHOD

The verification of the applied numerical method in predicting the ultimate axial capacity

of slender PEC column is performed by simulating slender PEC column tests performed

by Chicoine et al. (2000). Three 9m long PEC columns with a cross-section of 450mm x

450mm x 9.75mm are tested by Chicoine et al. (2000). The geometric and material

properties of these test specimens are presented in Tables 3.1 and 3.2 respectively. The

cross-section of a typical test column is shown in Fig. 3.1 G. In the test. two types of link

spacings arc used: 1.0d in specimens CLI and CL2 and 0.5d in specimen CU. Additional

reinforcements are provided only in specimen CU. as described in Table 3. I. However.

the effect of additional reinforcements are not included in the computation of ultimate

capacity for this column in current study. since the effect of additional rebars are found to

be negligible on the strength of PEC columns (Chicoine et al. 2000). Among these thrce

specimens. one (specimen CL2) is intended to have eccentric loading. where the load is

applied at an eccentricity of 28mm. Though specimens CLI and CU are loaded

concentrically. Chicoine et al. (2000) rep0l1ed the presence of bending moments in these

tests. possibly caused by uneven end plates. alignment problems or accidental eccentricity.

lJ.75 :t
mm

9.75
111m

450 mm

450 JlUII

Transverse
Link

Fig. 3.1G: Cross-section of partially encased composite column
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Table 3.1: Ge0111ctric Propertics of Slcnder PEC Test Colu111ns(Chicoinc ct al.. 2000)

Speci- Plate ,Iize Length Plate Lillk Additiollal Eccelltricity

/llen bfxdxt (11/11/) ,\"/ellde ,Ipacill rein[orccllie III

desigll. (11/11/) r-/le."'s g to Dilll1/ LOllg; Tie ex ey

ratio depth -eters tll- bars

(b/t) ratio ,lil/al

(s/d) bars
(11/11/) (11/11/)

(11/11/)
(11/11/)

(11/11/)

CLI 450111111x 9000 23 1.0 12.7 - - - -

450111111x

9,75111111

CL2 450111111x 9000 23 1.0 12.7 2S- - -

450111111x

9,75111111

CL3 450111111x 9000 23 0.5 12.7 #15 #10 - -

450mm x

9.75mm

Table 3.2: Material Properties of PEC Tcst Specimens (Chicoinc et al.. 2000)

Speci Properties (~rcOIlL'fefe Properties aIsteel plate

/lIen J~'lI E, f:('II v F.J' f~\'h Fu r..l' 1-:.,-11 1://

de.\';!:" (MPa) (MPa) (w:) (MPa) (MPa) (MPa) (%) (%) (%)
alion

CLI 34.6 27900 2050 0.18 345 345 529 0.18 1.95 30.1

CL2 34.6 27900 2050 0.18 345 345 529 0.18 1.95 30.1

CL3 34.6 27900 2050 0.18 345 345 529 0.18 1.95 30.1

Thc deduced values of wcak axis eccentricity used in the numerical analysis of specimen

CLI arc 20mm atlhe top and 10mm at the bottom end of the column. For specimcn CU.

these values are 45mm and 35mm at top and bottom end of the column respcctively. and

35mm and 5m111at top and bottn111end rcspectively of colU111nCL3. Thc avcragc values of
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the initial eccentricity for columns are 15mm, 40mm and 20mm respectively. as shown in

Table 3.3.

Following thc procedure as described in section 3.3.1 and 3.3.2. the ultimate capacity of

axial load lor the slender pm1ially encased composite columns arc calculated. The rcsults

arc shown in Table 3.3. Thc ultimate axial load capacities obtained from the numerical

procedure proposed in this study are compared with the experimental results.

Tallie 3.3: Comparison of Experimental and Numerical Ultimate Capacities of Slender

PEC Columns

Coillmll Eccelltricity Ultimllte Axilll LOlld (kN) Rlltio of

(mm) ExperiJllellll/f to

Nllmericlll Experimelltlll Nllmericlll

C"p"ci(l'

CLI 15 7400 7440 1.00

CL2 40 6250 5700 0.91

CLJ 20 7650 6670 0.87

The ratios of the numerical to experimental ultimate capacities for thcsc columns are 1.0.

0.91. and 0.87 for columns CLI. CI2 and CLJ respcctively.

The results show that thc numerical modcl implemcnted in this study can prcdict the

capacities of slender PEC columns with reasonablc accuracy.

3.7 LlMITA nONS OF THE NUMERICAL STUDY

The numerical procedure implemcnted in this study is limited to the following

assumptions.

i) Strains betwecn concrete and structural steel are compatible and no slip

occurred.

ii) The strain is lincarly proportional to the distance from the neutral axis.

iii) The confinement orthc concrete provided by transversc links and the structural

steel section is not considered.
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Iv) The effects of residual stresses on steel section are neglected.

v) The strain hardening of steel is not included.

3.8 CONCLUSIONS

In this chapter the methodology for formulating the load-deflection curve of slcnder PEC

column is presented. Newmark's iterative method is used to conduct the nonlinear analysis

to determ inc the second order deflection of slender PEC column. In addition. the

formation of interaction diagram for slender PEC column has also been described. The

performance of the proposed numerical method is demonstrated with the help of three

slender PEC columns tested by Chicoine et al. (2000). The ultimate capacity of the test

columns are compared with the numerical results. The proposed numerical method is

observed to predict the experimental capacity of slender PEC columns with reasonable

accuracy.
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CHAPTER FOUR

PARAMETRIC STUDY ON PEC COLUMN

UNDER STRONG AXIS BENDING

.U INTROllUCTlON

The behaviour of slender partially encased composite column is studied using Newmark's

iterative procedure. In this chapter, a parametric study is conducted using this method to

identify the potential variables that can significantly affect the behaviour 0 f slender

partially encased composite column subjected to axial compression and bending about

strong axis. The variable parameters include load eccentricity ratio (eld), slenderness ratio

(Lid), flangc plate thickness ratio (bit) and link spacing-to-depth ratio (sid). The only

material parameter varied in this study is concrete comprcssive strcngth. Thc cffccts of

these geometric and material parameters arc studied by comparing the load deflcction

response and load-moment curvc of the parametric columns. The parametric study

demonstrates the effect of the ovcrall column slenderness ralio and load cccentricity ratio

in combination with flange plate slenderncss ratio and link spacing. Moreover, two

different concrete strength values are varied to observe the influcnce of this malcrial

property on thc I'-M curvc of slender PEC column in combination with other parameters.

4,2 llESIGN OF PARAMETRIC STUllY

To conduct the parametric study, the cross-section of slender PEC column is fixed at

450mm x 450mm. Four reference columns are designcd with variablc plate thickness and

link spacing. The properties of these columns are shown in Table 4.1. In each of these

columns the above mentioned four geometric properties of PEC column are varied. Thc

global stability of the column is controlled by the overall slenderncss ratio, which

isdefincd as the ratio of the length of the column, L, to the depth of the column cross-

section, d. Five different slenderness (Lid) ratios- 10, 15, 20, 25 and 3D-arc employed
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in the parametric study to cover the range of Sh0l1, intermediate and a wide range of

slender columns. The load eccentricity ratios which can be obtained by dividing the initial

eccentricity, e of the applied axial load by the depth of the column cross-section, d.

Different eld ratios considered in this study are 0.1,0.20.3.0.4 and 0.5. The flange plate

slenderness ratio (blt)is selected as 25, 30 and 35. Finally. link spaeing-to-depth ratio (sid)

is taken as 0.5 and 0.7. The effects of the selected parameters on the load deflection

response, axial capacity and deflection of PEC columns under single curvature bending

about major axis are presented in the subsequent sections. Also. the effects of overall

column slenderness ratio, flange plate slenderness ratio and concrete strength on the load-

moment interaction diagram of slender PEC column have been studied.

Table 4,1: Geometric Propel1ies of Reference Column

CO/llmll Width (bJJ Depth (d) Thicklless(t) Lillk Sp"cillg (s)

(mm) (mm) (m/ll) (mm)

Pa 450 450 9 225

Ph 450 450 9 315

Pc 450 450 7.5 225

I'd 450 450 7.5 315

4.2.1 Effect of Load Ecccntricity Ratio (eN)

The bchaviour of a slender PEC column under bending induced by an eccentrically

applied axial load is found to be greatly atlected by the initial load eccentricity ratio. Table

4.2 through 4.5 shows the eflect of column load eccentricity (cld) ratio on the axial

capacity and mid-height lateral detlection of the reference columns Ph and Pd' These two

columns havc identical overall cross-sectional size with variable flange plate slenderness

(bit) ratios. Column 1\ has a hit ratio 01'25 whereas column I'd has a bit ratio of 30. This

variation in bit ratio is selected to observe the eflect cld ratio in combination with overall

slenderness ratio of 15 and 25.

For column 1\ with Lid ratio of 15. changing the cld ratio fi'om 0.1 to 0.2, 0.3, 0.4 and 0.5

reduces the ultimate load capacity by 19%,31 %,40% and 47% respectively and increases

the lateral detlection by 58%, 100%, 127% and 149% respectively with respect to the base

column cld ratio of 0.1. An average decrease of 15% is found for 10% increase in initial
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load eccentricity ratio of this specific slender PEe column. The lateral deflection increases

with an average value 01'27% with every O.ld increment in load-eccentricity ratio.

Again, for column Pb with Lid ratio of 25, changing the e/d ratio li'OI110.1 to 0.2, 0.3, 0.4

and 0.5 decreases the ultimate load capacityby 20%. 32%. 42% and 49% and increases the

deflcction by 47%.79%.99% and 111% respectively. 130th of the analysis results show

that reduction in ultimate load capacity and increasc in lateral deflection incrcases

significantly with the increase in load eccentricity ratio. For slenderness ratio 25. ultimate

axial load dccreases with an avcrage rate of 14% and the lateral deflection increases at an

average rate of 22% lor increase of 0.1 d in eccentricity. However. the change in lateral

deflection is signilicant within the range of load-eccentricity ratio of 0.1 to 0.2 for both

slenderness ratios.

For column I'd with Lid ratio of 15 and 25, tor the previous increment. the ultimate load

capacity is reduced by 18%. 31 %. 40%, 48% and 20%, 33%. 41 %, 48% respectively. At

the same time. deflcction isincreased by 60%. 96%. 125%. 141% and 45%, 73%. 94%.

108% respectively. Similar to column pb. ultimate load capacity is reduced and detlection

is increased significantly with increasing the load eccentricity ratio. At slenderness ratio

15. the average reduction rate in axial capacity is found 14% whereas lor slenderness ratio

25. this rate is tound as 16%. The lateral deflection increases with an average rate of 26%

and 21% lor slenderness ratio 15 and 25 respectively. In column I'd also. the rate at which

the axial load capacity drops or lateral deflection increases bccomes signitieant in the low

ranges of load eccentricity ratio compared to the higher range of the load eccentricity ratio.

Tahle 4.2: Effect of Load Eccentricity Ratio at Lid = 15

Cot" eld Lid hit sid P,,(kN) A,,(I1lI1l) % l'ariation % variatioll

inPu ;n LI"

1\ 0.1 6450 8.6 - -

0.2 5200 13.6 19 58

0.3 15 25 0.7 4450 17.2 31 100

0.4 3850 19.5 40 127

0.5 3400 2 \.4 47 149
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Table 4.3: Effect of Load Eccentricity Ratio at Ud= 25

Cof' eld Lid hi! sid P.(kN) .1.(111111) % l'llriat;oll % variatioJl

illPu in Au

P" 0.1 5900 27.4 - -

0.2 4700 40.2 20 47

0.3 25 25 0.7 4000 49 32 79

0.4 3450 54.4 42 99

0.5 3000 57.7 49 III

Table 4.4: Etfect of Load Eccentricity Ratio at Ud = 15

Co/" eld Lid hi! sid P.(kN) .1.(111111) % variation % variation

inPlI in All

Pd 0.1 5650 9.9 - -

0.2 4650 15.8 18 60

0.3 IS 30 0.7 3900 19.4 31 96

0.4 3400 22.3 40 125

0.5 2950 23.9 48 141

Table 4.5: Effect of Load Eccentricity Ratio at Ud = 25

Co/" eld Lid hi! sid P,,(kN) .1.(111111) % variatioll % variatioll

illPu in All

Pd 0.1 5200 32.7 --

0.2 4150 47.3 20 45

0.3 25 30 0.7 3500 56.5 33 73

0.4 3050 63.3 41 94

0.5 2700 68.1 48 108

Figure 4.1 to 4.4 represents the axial load to mid-height dctlection curves obtaincd by the

proposed numerical method for the columns subjected to the selected range of initial load

eccentricities.
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Fig. 4.1: EfTect of eld ratio on axial load to lateral deflection response of column Ph with

Lid ratio of 15

Figure 4.1 and 4.2 demonstrates the load to deflection curves for column Ph (which has a

hit ratio of 25) with two different slenderness ratios (Lld= 15 and 25). On the other hand

Fig. 4.3 and 4.4 show the similar curves for column I'd (hit ratio of 30) for the similar

ranges of Lid ratios. These figures demonstrate that the column capacity is strongly

affected by the initial load-eccentricity ratio.
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Fig. 4.3: Effect ofe/dratio on axial load to lateral deflection curve of column I'd with Lid

ratio of 15

As the eccentricity ratio increases. the load-carrying capacity drops significantly

accompanied by an increase in the mid height lateral deflection. For columns with higher

slenderness ratio of 25. the load to deflection curves show relatively nonlinear behaviour

as compared to the curves for columns with Lid ratio of IS. This is attributed to the

increased value of the second order deflection for columns with higher slenderness ratio.
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Fig. 4.4: Effect ofe/dratio on axial load to lateral deflection curve of column I'd with Lid

ratio 01'25
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The effect of load cccentricity ratio on the ultimate axial load and corresponding

detlection for the four different types of columns are shown in Fig. 4.5 and 4.6

respectivcly. The effect of e/d ratio on ultimate load of the lour columns shows similar

trend. However, increase in the detlection at the ultimate point is higher in columns with

higher slenderness ratio as shown in Fig 4.6.
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Fig. 4.5: Effect of load eccentricity ratio on axial load ofPEC column
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Fig. 4.6: Effect of load eccentricity ratio on mid-height detlection of PEC column
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4.2.2 Effect uf Overall Column Slenderness Ratiu (Lid)

The global stability of the column is controlled by the overall slenderness ratio. which is

defined as the ratio of the length of the column. L, to the depth of column cross-scction. d.

In the parametric study five different slenderness ratios- 10,15.20.25 and 30 arc employed.

Tables 4.6 through 4.8 show the effects of overall column slenderness (Lid) ratio on the

selected output parameters at the peak load point. For column P" (which has a sid ratio of

0.5 and a bit ratio of 25) the ultimate axial load is reduced by 3%. 7%. 13% and 19%

respectively with increase in the Lid ratio from 10 to 15. 20. 25 and 30 (Table 4.6).

Again. for column Pb• (which has a bit ratio of25 and sid ratio of 0.7) an increase in the

Lid ratio from 5 to 10. 15. 20 and 25 decreases the ultimate load capac ity by 3%. 7%. 12%

and 18% and increases the delleetion by 134%.329%. 590% and 934% respectively which

are almost similar to column P" (Table 4.7). Both of the analysis results show that

reduction in ultimate load capacity and increase in dellection sharply with the increase in

slenderness ratio. For column P" and Pb• main distinguishing feature is the spacing of

transverse links. Both columns arc analysed for a fixed value of initial load-eccentricity

ratio of 0.2.

The axial load capacity variation rate is observed to be similar for these columns within

the selected ranges of overall slenderness ratio. In both of the slender PEC column. the

average reduction rate in axial load capacity is found to be 5% with the selected

increments of slenderness ratio for PEC columns. In column P". average increase in lateral

deflection is lound as 83%. Similarly. for column Pb. lateral deflection increases with an

average value of82%. Therefore. effects of the spacing of the transverse links arc fCllllldto

be negligible on the behaviour of slender PEC eolumnsYor column Pc (with h//=30 and

"ld=0.5). an increase in the Lid ratio from 5 to 10. 15. 20 and 25 reduces the ultimate load

capacity by 3%. 7%. 13% and 20% respectively (Table 4.8). Again. lateral deflections arc

observed to be increased by 130%. 313%. 556% and 838% respectively.
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Table 4.6: Effect ofOvcrali Slenderness Ratio on Column Pa at e/d=0.2

Co(" Ut! elt! hit sit! P,,(kN) A,,(I11I11) % variation % variatioll

illP" in L1 II

Pa 10 5650 6.1 - -

15 5500 14.2 3 133
20 0.2 25 0.5 5250 26.3 7 331
25 4900 42.2 13 592
30 4600 64.5 19 957

Table 4.7: Effect of Overall Slenderness Ratio on Column 1\ at e/d=0.2

Co/" Lit! elt! hit sit! P,,(kN) A ,,(111111) % variatioll % IJlIrilltioJl

inPIi in All

Pb 10 5400 5.9 - -
15 5250 13.8 3 134
20 0.2 25 0.7 5050 25.3 7 329
25 4750 40.7 12 590
30 4450 61 18 934

Table 4.8: Effect of Overall Slenderness Ratio on Column Pd at e/d=OA

Co(" Ut! e/t! hit .,it! P,,(kN) A,,(I11I11) % variatioll % variatioll

illP" ill Llll

P, 10 3500 9.7 - -

15 3400 22.3 3 130
20 004 30 0.7 3250 40.1 7 313
25 3050 63.6 13 556
30 2800 91 20 838

The axial load capacity is found to be higher for columns Pa or Pb as compared to column

Pc, This is due to the presence of slender flange plates of column Pc and also a larger initial

load eccentricity ratio (e/d = 004). Nevertheless. the average reduction in load carrying

capacity of slender column P, is similar to that in column Pa and Pb
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The eflects of overall eolumn slenderness ratio on PEC columns at a fixed load

eccentricity ratio are presented in Fig. 4.7 to 4.9. The load to dellcction responses for the

columnswith five diflerent slenderness ratios 10, 15,20.25 and 30 are presented. Fig. 4.7

and 4.8 show the behaviour for PEC column with e/d ratio of 0.2 whereas Fig. 4.9 shows

the behaviour with eld ratio of 0.4.
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Fig. 4.7: Effect of Lid ratio on axial load to lateral deflection curve of column P, with e/d
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From these figures. it is clcar thatincrcase in the slenderness ratio incrcascs thc lateral

detlection at mid height with a significant reduction in the load carrying capacity. It is also

ohserved that for lower slenderness ratios (such as Ud= I0). the load dctlection rcsponse is

linear as compared to that for Lid ratio of30.
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The effect of overall column slcnderness ratio on the ultimate axial load and

corresponding detlection for the threc ditlerent types of columns are shown in Fig. 4. I0

and 4.11 respectively.
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Fig. 4. I0: Effect of overall column slenderness ratio on axial capacity of PEe column
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The axial load carrying capacity is lower in column I'd compared to 1', or Po as the column

has higher flange plate slenderness ratio. However, the effect of Lid ratio on axial load and

mid-height detlection of the three columns shows similar graphical pattern. Increase in the

deflection at the ultimate point is higher in column with higher flange plate slenderness

ratio (column I'd) as shown in Fig 4.11.
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Fig. 4.11: Effect of overall column slenderness ratio on mid-height detlection of pEC

column

4.2,3 Effect of Flange Plate Slenderness Ratio (hit)

Theflange plate slenderness ratio is defined as the ratio of the half-width of the tlange. b,

to its thickness, I.This parameter is varied hetween 25 and 35. with an intermediate value

of 30. The ultimate capacity of a pEC column issignificantly affected by this parameter.

since it controls the occurrence of local instability in the flange plate of the column. Table

4.9 and 4.10 shows the etlect of tlange plate slenderness (hit) ratio on the behaviour of

slender partially encased composite column. Increasing bll fi'OIll 25 to 30 and 25 to 35

causes a reduction of 11% and 19% respectively in the axial load capacity of column Po

which is analysed with eld=0.2 and L/d=20. The average reduction in the axial capacity is

10%. At the same time, lateral deflection is increased by 16% and 25% respectively lor bit

ratio of 30 and 35 as compared to the deflection in column with b/I ratio of 25. The

average increment in lateral deflection becomes 12% in the selected range of flange plate

slenderness ratio.
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Table 4.9: Effect of Flange Plate Slenderness (bll) Ratio on Column P,

Cot" elt! Lit! hll ,~/t! P,,(kN) £1,,(111111) % variatioll % variatioll

illPIi in .111

P" 25 5250 26.3 - -

0.2 20 30 0.5 4650 30.4 II 16

35 4250 32.9 19 25

Table 4.10: Etfect of Flange Plate Slenderness (bll) Ratio on Column Ph

Cot" elt! Lit! hll sit! P,,(kN) £1,,(111111) % variatioll % variatioll

inPu ill Au

Ph 25 4000 49 - -

0.3 25 30 0.7 3500 56.5 13 15

35 3100 59.7 29 22

Again. for column Ph. an increase in tbe bit ratio by 5 and 10 decreases the ultimate load

capacity by 13% and 29% and increases the deflection by 15% and 22% respectively. Both

of the analysis results show that reduction in ultimate load capacity and increase in

deflection accelerated with the increase in flange plate slenderness ratio. For this slender

column, the load carrying capacity drops with an average value of 12%. At the same

condition. lateral deflection increases by 11%.

The effects of flange plate slenderness ratio on PEC columns at a fixed load eccentricity

ratio and slenderness ratio are presented in Figs 4.12 and 4.13. The axial load to lateral

deflectioneurves for columns with three different flange plate slenderness ratios 25. 30 and

35. subjected to an initial load-eccentricity ratio of 0.2 and Lid of 20 are shown in Fig.

4.12. This figure shows significant reduction in strength and stiffness with the increasing

value of bll ratio. Similar behaviour is also observed (Fig. 4.13) for column Pd with

e/d=0.3 and Lld=25.
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Fig. 4.13: Effect of bit ratio on axial load to lateral deflection curvc of column Phwith e/d

0.3 and Lid 25

4.2.4 Effect of Link Spacing to Depth Ratio (.,ltI)

Local flange buckling in a PEC column takes place in the unsupp0l1ed length of the flange

plate. i.e .. in the flange panel between two successive links. Therefore. link spacing is

clearly an imp0l1ant parameter affecting the behaviour of PEC columns. The effect of link

spacing is studied by varying the ratio of link spacing. s, to the column cross-section. d.

Two values of .\/d ratio 0.5 and 0.7 are studied in the parametric study. As shown in Table

4.9. changing the sid ratio from 0.5 to 0.7 has insignificant effect on the peak load. The
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ultimate capacity of axial load drops only 5% when the link spacing to depth ratio is

varied within the selected range. The lateral detlection of the reference column is atrected

by only 3% bychanging the sid ratio tram 0.5 to 0.7.

Table 4.11: Etrect of Link Spacing to Depth Ratio on Column Pb

Cot" e/d Ud hit sid P,,(kN) A ,,(111111) % variatioll % variatioll

iJlPIi ill All

Ph 0.2 15 25 0.5 5500 14.2 - -

0.7 5250 13.8 5 3

The etTects of link spacing-to-dcpth ratio on PEC columns at a fixed load ecccntricity ratio

and slenderness ratio are presented in Fig. 4.14. The load to deflection curves for the

columns with two different link spacing-to-depth ratios 0.5 and 0.7. subjected to an initial

load eccentricity ratio of 0.2 and slenderness ratio 15 is shown. It can bc clcarly secn that

thc two graphs coincide. i.c. variation in ultimatc capacity of axial load and lateral

detlection is negligiblc with thc change in thc link spacing-to-dcpth ratio.
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Fig.4.14: Etrect ofs/d ratio on axial load to lateral detlection curve of Pb column with e/d

0.2 and Lid 15
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4.2.5 Effect of Slenderness Halio on P-M Curve

The efTects of overall slenderness ratio on the load-moment curve of column Ph arc shown

in Fig. 4.15. In order to study the variation of strength. partially encased composite

columns of slcnderness ratio 5. 15.20.25 and 30 arc selected.
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Fig. 4.15: Effect of overall column slenderness ratio on interaction diagram of slender

PEC column.

From the interaction diagrams. it can be clearly seen that the area of the failure envelope

reduces signilieantly with the increase of the overall slenderness ratio of PEC column. As

the column gets slender. strength as well as ductility of the column reduces. Besides.

considerable reduction in strength is found in compression zone as compared to the same

in tension zone of the live interaction diagrams. From a sh0l1 column (Lid = 5) to a slender

column (Lid = 15). an average reduction of 7% is noted. However. as the column

slenderness ratio increases Irom 15 to 20. only 3% average drop in strength is found. On

the other hand. as mentioned above. a signilicant drop in strength is found when

slenderness ratio is varied from 20 to 25. An average reduction rate of 8% is found in such

condition. Finally. strength of slender PEC column decreases with an average value of 9%
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as the slenderness of column is turned from 25 to 30. These amounts are noted in

compression zone of slender PEC column. On the other hand. reduction in strength is

insignificant in tension zones of slender PEC column. Moreover. for a short column.

halanced point is obtained at a comparatively earlier stage than a slender column. As thc

column becomes more slender. the formation of balanced point occurs at a later stage.

Consequently. tension zone reduces as the composite columns become more slender.

".2.6 Effect of Flange Plate Slenderness Ratio on I'-M Curve

The effccts of flange plate slenderness ratio on the load-moment curve of pal1ially encased

composite columns are illustrated in Fig. 4.16. A specific slendcrness ratio of 25 is taken

to conduct this parametric study. Three different flange plate slenderness ratios (hit =25.

hit = 30. bit = 35) are selectcd to observc the influence of this parameter on the failure

envelope of slender partially encased composite column.
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FigA.16: Effect of flange plate slenderness ratio on interaction diagram of slender PEC

column.

The interaction diagrams of the reference column Pb(Ud = 25 and sid = 0.7) wilh variable

flange plate slenderness ratios arc shown in Fig. 4.16. Fromlhe rig. 4.16. it is obvious that
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a significant rcduction in failure envelope is found with the increase of the flangc plate

slenderness ratio of slender PEC column. An average reduction in strcngth of 15% is notcd

in compressionzone. when the flange plate slenderness ratio is varied from 25 to 30.

Morcovcr. by changing the flange plate slenderness ratio from 30 to 35. average drop in

strength is observed as nearly 15%. Similarly. in tension zone strength of slender column

decreases with an average value of 16% as hll ratio is varied li'om 25 to 30. When hll ratio

is varied from 30 to 35. a similar reduction in average strength is found as noted in

compression zone.

4.2.7 Effect of Concrete Strength on P-M Curve

The effects of concrete strength on the load-moment interaction diagram of partially

encased composite columns arc illustrated in Fig. 4.17.

--f'c = 30 i\,'IPa

••••••• I'c = 60 MPa

Fig. 4.17: Effcct of concrctc strength on interaction diagram of slendcr PEC column.

Among thc rcfcrence columns. I'd type column (bll = 30. sid = 0.7)is selccted to study the

influencc of this material parameter. Overall column slenderness ratiois Iixed at 25.

Normal strength concretc off'" = 30MPa and high strength of concrete 1', = 60MPaare

selected to observe the overall etlect of this parameter on the failure envelope of this
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spccific slcndcr partially cncascd compositc column. The incrcase in thc zone of failurc

cnvclopc between the two load moment interaction diagrams is found quitc significant

with the increase of the concrete strcngth of such large cxtent. Additionally. a greatcr

increasc in strength is found in compression zone compared to that of the tcnsion zone of

the intcraction diagrams for the incremcnt of 30MPa in thc strcngth of concrctc. An

averagc incrcasc of 40% is noted in compression zone. whcn the concrete strcngth is

varied from 30MPa to 60MPa. On thc other hand. in tcnsion zone. strength of slendcr

column. Pd incrcases with an average amount of 8% as concrcte is strengthened within the

selected range. Besides. balanced point occurs at an earlier stage when concrete strength is

60MPa comparativcly whcn the same is at 30MPa. Conscqucntly. a largcr area in tcnsion

zone is obscrved at 60MPa concrctc strength compared to the arca of tcnsion zonc for the

concrete strcngth of 30MPa.

4.3 SUMMARY

The parametric study of slcnder PEC column for bcnding about strong axis is conducted

using f()ur types of geometric parameter and a single material parameter. Thc cfleets of

these parametcrs are obscrved through the formulation of load deflection curve and the

load momcnt interaction curve ofreterence slcnder PEC columns.

Thc axial capacity of a slendcr partially encased composite column is reduccd

significantly as thc overall slcnderness ratio increases. pm1icularly for columns with

slendcr platcs. The capacity of the column is reduced by 20% when Lid ratio is increased

Ii'om 10 to 30. This rcduetion is more pronounccd in columns with largcr link spacing.

lncrcasc in the slenderness ratio also increases the latcral deflection at mid height. Due to

the second order deflection the load deflcction curves for columns with highcr slenderness

ratios show nonlinear behaviour as compared to columns with lowcr slendcrness ratio.

ror thc cccentrieally loaded columns. load carrying capacity is found to drop signilieantly

with an incrcase in eccentricity. A 20% reduction in the axial capacity is found by

incrcasing the eccentricity ratio (eld) from 0.1 to 0.2. About 50% rcduction is observcd

when e/d ratio is incrcased to 0.5. Thc eflect of the ratio of initial load cceentricity to the

overall depth of the column cross-section is ohserved to increase the mid-height lateral
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displacement of slender columns significantly and is found more pronounced for columns

with higher Lid ratio.

Morcover, latcral deflection of slender column is incrcased when bit ratio is incrcascd

within the three selected ranges. The axial capacity and dctlection of the PEC column is

observed to be slightly atfected by the range of link spacing selectcd in this parametric

study.

Among the selected parametcrs, slenderness ratio, tlange plate slenderncss ratio and

concrete strength are varied to observe the intluence of these parameters on P-M curve of

slender PEC column, Dccrease in strength is found with the increase of overall slenderness

ratio and tlange plate slenderness ratio. Again, failure envelope becomes smaller with the

increase of overall slenderness ratio, It implies the ductility of slender PEC column

decreases with the increase of the overall slenderness ratio, Ilowever, failure envelope

becomes unaffected while varying the tlangc plate thickness ratio. As the strength of

concrete increases from 30MPa to 60MPa, strcngth of slender PEC column is observed to

increase by 40%.
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CHAPTER FIVE

PARAMETRIC STUDY ON PEC COLUMN

UNDER WEAK AXIS BENDING

5.1 INTRODUCTION

In the weak axis of the PEC column. lowcr stiffness is achicved duc to the thin steel platc

ofthc PEC column. Consequcntly. the failure ofthc PEC column under bending about this

axis becomes brittle. To invcstigate the effects of the selectcd parametcrs on thc bchaviour

of slender PEC columns under weak axis bending. a paramctric study is conductcd in a

similar manner as conducted for the major axis bending.

5.2 DESIGN OF PARAMETRIC STUDY

Similar type of cross-scction of slender PEC column as described in chapter 4 is sclccted.

The geomctric propel1ies of four relercnce columns are shown in Table 4.1. Slenderncss

ratios (Lid) used in thc study arc 10. 15, 20. 25 and 30 whcrcas thc load ecccntricity ratios

(eld) uscd in this study are 0.1. 0.2 0.3, 0.4 and 0.5. The !langc plate slendcrness ratios

(bit) are sclected as 25. 30 and 35 and link spacing-to-depth ratios (sid) are takcn as 0.5

and 0.7. Two valucs of concrete strength (fc') - 30MPa and 60MPa arc taken into

consideration. The influence of thcsc parameters on the behaviour of PEC columns about

weak axis bending are presentcd in the following sections.

5.2.1 Effect of Load Ecccntricity Ratio (eld)

Thc cffects of column load ecccntricity (eld) ratio on the axial capacity and mid-height

lateral deflection of the column are shown in Table 5.1 to 5.5. For column Po with Lid

ratio of 15, increasing in the eM ratio from 0.1 to 0.2. 0.3, 0.4 and 0.5 decrcases the

ultimate load capacity by 27%, 44%. 55% and 63% respcctively and increases thc lateral
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detlection by 39%. 56%. 64% and 67% respectively (Table 5.1). An average decrease of

22%is found for 10% increase in initial load cccentricity ratio of this slender pEC column.

The mid-height lateral detlection increases with an average value of 15% with eve,y 10%

incrcment in load-eccentricity ratio.

In the weak axis bending of this specific type ofslcnder pEC column. a higher declination

(differcnce 7%) is observed in the load carrying capacity compared to that in the strong

axis bending. Again. in case of pEC column Pb with Ud ratio of 25. increasing the eld

ratio from 0.1 to 0.2. 0.3. 0.4 and 0.5 decreases the ultimate load capacityby 29%. 45%.

55% and 61% and increases the dctlection by 15%. 25%. 32% and 34% respectively

('rable 5.2). For slenderness ratio 25. axial load carrying capacity of this slender pEC

column decreases with an average rate of 21% and the lateral dellection increases at a rate

of 8% for evcry 10% increment in the load cccentricity ratio. However. similar to strong

axis bending. the change in lateral detlection of slender pEC column is signilicant within

the range of load-eccentricity ratio of 0.1 to 0.2 lor both slenderness ratios. Here. a larger

decreasing rate (differcnce 7%) in load capacity of slender pEC column is found than that

of major axis bcnding.

For column I'd with Lid ratio of 15 and 25. for an incremcnt of 0.1 in load eccentricity

ratio. the ultimate load capacity is reduced by 28%. 45%. 56%. 64% and 28%.45%. 55%.

62% respectively. At the same time. mid-height lateral def1ectionsof these pEC columns

are increased by 36%. 50%. 60%. 6 I% and 24%. 31%. 36%. 40% respectively. At

slenderness ratio 15. the average reduction rate in axial capacity is found 23% whereas lor

slenderness ratio 25. this rate is lound as 21%. Thesc rates are almost 9% and 5% greatcr

than that are lound li'OITIstrong axis bending. The lateral dctlection increases with an

average rate of 14% and 10% lor overall column slenderness ratio 15 and 25 respectively.

Again. for column 1'" with Lid ratio of 25. increasing the e/d ratio li'om 0.1 to 0.2. 0.3. 0.4

and 0.5 decreases thc ultimate load capacityby 28%. 45%. 55% and 6 I% and increases thc

deflection by 26%. 35%. 39% and 46% respectively (Table 5.5). Both of the analysis

results show that reduction in ultimate load capacity and incrcase in lateral detlection

accelerated with the increase in load eccentricity ratio. The ultimate capacity rcduction
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rate is quite same of that for column pb. since the main distinguishing feature of these two

columns is the spacing of transverse links. The average variation in axial capacity and

lateral deflection is found as 2 I% and 11% for the increment in load eccentricity ratio of

O.ld.

Table 5.1: Effect of Load Eccentricity Ratio at Lid = 15

Cot" eld Lid hit .\Id P,,(kN) d,,(IIII11) % variatioll % variatioll

;nPIi in Au

Po 0.1 5800 10.4 - -

0.2 4250 14.5 27 39
0.3 15 25 0.7 3250 16.2 44 56
0.4 2600 17.0 55 64
0.5 2150 17.4 63 67

Table 5.2: Etlect of Load Eccentricity Ratio at Lid = 25

Co(" eld Lid hit .\Id P,,(kN) d,,(II1I11) % variatioll % variatioll

inPu in All

Po 0.1 5050 34.9 - -

0.2 3600 40.1 29 15
0.3 25 25 0.7 2800 43.7 45 25
0.4 2300 46.0 55 32
0.5 1950 46.9 6\ 34

Table 5.3: Etlect of Load Eccentricity Ratio at Lid = 15

Cot" eld Lid hit ~/d P,,(kN) d ,,(111111) % variation % variatioll

inPu in Au

I'd 0.1 5300 12.4 - -

0.2 3800 16.8 28 36
0.3 15 30 0.7 2900 18.6 45 50
0.4 2350 19.8 56 60
0.5 1900 20.0 64 61
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Table 5.4: Effect of Load Eccentricity Ratio at Vd= 25

CIII" eft! Lit! hit .\It! P,,(kN) L1 ,,(mm) % variatioll % variatioll

illPu ill All

I'd 0.1 4440 38.3 - -
0.2 3200 47.3 28 24

0.3 25 30 0.7 2450 50.0 45 31

0.4 2000 52.0 55 36

0.5 1700 53.6 62 40

Table 5.5: Effect of Load Eccentricity Ratio at Vd = 25

CIII" elt! Lit! hit .\It! P,,(kN) L1 ,,(mm) % variatioll % varilltioll

illPu ill All

Po 0.1 5150 32.8 - -

0.2 3700 41.2 28 26

0.3 25 25 0.5 2850 44.3 45 35

0.4 2300 45.6 55 39

0.5 2000 47.8 61 46

figure 5.1 to 5.5 shows therelation between axial load and mid-height lateral deflection for

the selected reference PEe columns when bending occurs about the weak axis of these

columns.
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Figure 5.1. 5.2 and 5.5 demonstrates the load to deflection curves for column I'b and ",

(which has a b/I ratio 01'25) with two different slenderness ratios (Ud = 15 and 25). On thc

other hand Fig. 5.3 and 5.4 show the similar curves for column I'd (b/I ratio of 30) for the

sim ilar ranges of Ud ratios.
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It is obvious from the studythat the ultimate axial capacity of slender pEC column is

significantly influcnced by the amount of initial load cccentricity ratio. With the increase

of the initial load eccentricity. the load-carrying capacity decreasessignificantly with an

increase in the mid height lateral deflection of slender PEC column. In weak axis bending

also, columns with higher slenderncss ratio of 25, the load to deflection curves show

relatively nonlinear behaviour as compared to the curves for columns with Ud ratio or 15.
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5.2.2 (effcct of Ovcrall Column Slcndcrncss Ratio (Lid)

Tablcs 5.6 to 5.8 show thc influence of ovcrall column slenderncss (LId) ratio on thc

behaviour of selected slender PEC columns. For column P, (which has a sid ratio of 0.5

and a bit ratio 01'25) if Lid ratio is increased by 5. 10. 15 and 20 the ultimate load capacity

is reduced by 5%. 12%. 20% and 26% respectively (Table 5.6).

Again. lor column Pb (which has a bit ratio of 25 and sid ratio of 0.7) an increase in the

Lid ratio by 5. 10. 15 and 20 decreases the ultimate load capacity by 5%. 11%. 19% and

25% and increases thc deflection by 123%. 293%. 509% and 776% rcspectively which arc

almost similar to column 1', (Table 5.7).

The average rcduction rate in axial load capacity is found as 8% and 7% in column P" and

Pc with the selected incremcnt ofslendcrness ratio ofPEC column. Similar to the cases as

dcscribed in the previous subsection. slight higher amount (only 2%) in thc decrcasing rate

of load carrying capacity is found when bending occurs in weak axis instcad of the major

aXIs.

For column Pd. an increase in the Lid ratio by 5. 10. 15 and 20 rcduccs thc ultimatc load

capacity by 5%. 12%. 21% and 30% respectivcly. Again. lateral dcflections increascd by

130%. 311%. 538% and 820% respectivcly (Tablc 5.8). Nevcrtheless. the avcrage

reduction in load carrying capacity of slender PEe column I'd is slightly higher (9%) as in

column P" or Pc

Table 5.6: EfTect of Overall Slenderness Ratio on Column P" at e/d=0.2

Co(" Lid eld bit sid P,,(kN) .1,,(1/11/1) % variatioll % wlrillt;oll

illPII ;n dll

P" 10 4600 6.3 - -
15 4350 14.2 5 125

20 0.2 25 0.5 4050 25.3 12 302

25 3700 41.2 20 554

30 3400 58.0 26 821
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Table 5.7: Effect of Overall Slenderness Ratio on Column Pc at e/d=0.3

Co!'" Lit! eft! bit .1/t! P,,(kN) ,1,,(111111) % variatioll % variatioll

inPu in All

Pc 10 3150 8.2 - -

15 3000 18.3 5 123

20 0.3 30 0.5 2800 32.2 II 293

25 2550 49.9 19 509

30 2350 71.8 25 776

Table 5.8: Effect ofOveralJ Slenderness Ratio on Column I'd at eld=O.4

Co{" Lit! elt! bit .1/t! P,,(kN) ,1,,(111111) % variatiolt % variatioll

illPII ill .1/1

Pd 10 4050 7.1 --

15 3850 16.3 5 130

20 0.4 30 0.7 3550 29.2 12 311

25 3200 45.3 21 538

30 2850 65.3 30 820

The effccts of overall column slendcrness ratio (Lid = 10 to Lid = 30) on PEC columns are

presented in Fig. 5.6 to 5.8. remaining the load eccentricity ratio constant. Fig. 5.6 and 5.8

show the behaviour for PEC column with eld ratio of 0.2 whereas Fig. 5.7 shows the

bchaviour with e/d ratio of 0.3.
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The nonlinear curves present an exponential increase in the mid-height lateral deflection

of slender PEC column with the increase in the overall column slenderness ratios. In

addition. drops in ultimate axial load capacity of PEC column is also manifested from the

obtained curves.
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The effect of overall column slenderness ratio on the ultimate axial load and

corresponding deflection for the two different types of columns are shown in fig. 5.9 and

5.10 respectively. The effect of Lid ratio on ultimate load and also on the lateral deflection

at the mid-height of the columns shows similar trend.
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Fig. 5. I0: Effect of overall column slenderness ratio on mid-height deflection of PEC

column

5.2.3 Effect of Flange Plate Slenderness Ratio (hll)

The effects of flange plate slenderness (bit) ratio on the axial capacity and mid-height

lateral deflection of slender PEC column arc shown in Table 5.9 and 5.10. Increasing
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bltfrom 25 to 30 and 25 to 35 causcs a reduction of 14% and 21% respcctivcly in the axial

load capacity of PEC column. Pb' The average reduction in the axial capacity is 12%. At

thc samc time. lateral deflection is increased by 16% and 28% respectively (Table 5.9).

The average increment in latcral deflection becomes 13% in thc selectcd range of flange

plate slcnderness ratio. For the bending of slcnder column about in both strong and wcak

axis these average values are almost similar.

Again. for column Po. an increase in the bit ratio by 5 and 10 decreases the ultimatc load

capacity by I J % and 18% and increases the deflection by 13% and 22% respcctively

Crable 5.10). For this slender PEC column. thc load carrying capacity is reduced with an

average value of 10%. At the same condition. lateral deflection is increased by I J %.

Table 5.9: Effect of Flange Plate Slenderness (bit) Ratio on Column Pb

Co(" elt! Ut! hll .•It! P,,(kN) A,,(IIlIll) % variatioll % l'(ll'illfioll

inPII ill dll

Pb 25 3300 56.1 - -

0.2 30 30 0.7 2850 65.3 14 16

35 2600 71.9 21 28

Table 5.10: Effcct of Flange Plate Slenderness (bit) Ratio on Column P,

Cof' elt! ut! hll sit! P,,(kN) A ,,(1Il1ll) % variatioll % l'(lriafioll

inPu ill All

Pc 25 2850 44.3 --

0.3 25 30 0.5 2550 49.9 II 13

35 2350 54.1 18 22

The cffects of flange plate slenderness ratio on PEC columns at a I1xed load eccentricity

ratio and overall column slenderness ratio are presented in Figs 5.11 and 5.12.

Figure 5.11 shows the behaviour of slender PEC column at initial load-eccentricity ratio of

0.2 and slcnderness ratio 30. whereas Fig. 5.12 shows 1'01' thc load ecccntricity ratio of 0.3

and slenderness ratio of 25. With the increase of flange plate slenderness ratio. sti ffness of
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column is reduced. So, significant reduction in axial load capacity and incrcase in the mid-

height lateral dellection of slender PEe column is observed from both of the curves.
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Fig. 5.11: Effect of bll ratio on axial load to lateral dellection curve of column Po with e!d
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5.2,4 Effect of Link Spacing to Depth Ratio (.,:/d)

Two values of link spacing to depth ratio (sld)- 0.5 and 0.7 is studied in the parametric

study. The ultimate capacity of axial load drops only 3% when the link spacing to depth
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ratio has been varied within the range mentioned earlier. The lateral deflections of slender

columns are affected with only 3% by the sid ratios Crable 5.11).

Table 5.11: Effect of Link Spacing to Depth Ratio on Column Po

Col" eld Lid bit sid P,,(kN) LI ,,(mm) % variatioll % variation

;nPIi ill All

Po 0.2 25 25 0.5 3700 41.2 - -
0.7 3600 40.1 3 3

The effects of link spacing-to-depth ratio on PEC columns at a tixed load eccentricity ratio

and slenderness ratio arc presented in Fig. 5.13.
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Fig. 5.13: Effect of link .l/d ratio on axial load to lateral detlection curve of Pb column with

eld 0.2 and Lid 25

The load to detlection curves for the columns with two different link spacing-to-depth

ratios 0.5 and 0.7. subjected to an initial load eccentricity ratio 01'0.2 and slenderness ratio

25 is shown. It can be clearly seen that the two graphs coincide. i.e. consequence of

spacing-to-depth ratio on ultimate capacity of axial load and lateral detlection IS

negligible.
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5.2.5 Effect of Slenderness Ratio on I'-M Curve

The effeets of overall column slenderness ratio on the load-moment interaetion diagram of

pEC columns are shown in Fig. 5.14. PEC column. I'd is taken to conduct the study for the

weak axis bending.
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rig. 5.14: Effect of overall column slenderness ralio on interaction diagram of slender

pEC column.

The load-moment interaction diagrams show that the area of the failure envelope

decreases significantly with the increase of the overall slenderness ratio of pEC column.

With the increase of the overall column slenderness ratio. the PEC columns become brittle

and this is clearly observed when weak axis bending is considered. In weak axis bending.

a large gap is observed in the compression zones among the different slenderness ratios

and it is lound to be diminished at the end of the tension zone of any load-moment

interaction diagram.

The strength reduetion of pEC eolumn is found to be insignificant in tcnsion zone

compare to that in the compression zone of the load-moment interaction diagram. In the

compression zone of pEC column. in the range of a short column (Lid = 5) to a slender

column (Lid = 15) an average reduction of 10% is observed. Howcvcr. as colul11n
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slenderness ratio increase from 15 to 20, only 5% average reduction in strength is lound.

However. variation of column slenderness ratio from 20 to 25 shows a sharp decline in the

strength of PEC column. In this case. an average reduction rate of 9% is found. Finally,

strength of slender PEC column drops with an average value of 11% as the slenderness of

column reaches to 30. Alike strong axis bending. here also balanced point occurs slightly

at a later stage as the PEC columns become more slender.

5.2.6 Effect of Flange Plate Slenderness Ratio on P-lVJ Curve

Fig. 5.15 illustrates the effects of flange plate slenderness ratio (bll) on the load-moment

curve of PEC columns. Reference slender PEC column Pd with a slenderness ratio of 30 is

taken to study the in\luence of this parameter.
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Fig. 5.15: EtTect of \lange plate slenderness ratio on interaction diagram of slender PEC

column.

The interaction diagrams show a significant reduction in the zone of failure envelope with

the increase of the \lange plate slenderness ratio of PEC column. An average reduction of

17% is noted in compression zone, when the \lange plate slenderness ratiois increased

fi'om 25 to 30. Variation of \lange plate slenderness ratio from 30 to 35, average drop in
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strength is observed as nearly 16%. In tension zone, strength of slender PEC column

dccreases with an average amount of 12% as bit ratio is varied from 25 to 30. When bit

ratio is increased from 30 to 35, comparatively a lower reduction in average strength (9%)

is found as observed in compression zone. Besides, similar to strong axis bcnding,

formation of balanced point occurs at a slight earlier stage as the flange plate slenderness

ratio increases.

5,2,7 Effcct of Concrcte Strcngth on I'-M Curvc

The effects of concrete strength on the load-moment curve of partially encased composite

columns are illustrated in Fig. 5.16.
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Fig. 5,16: Effect of concrete strength on interaction diagram of slender PEC column.

Among the reference columns. Pd type column is selected to study the inlluenee of

concrete strength. Overall column slenderness ratio is Iixed at 20. Normal strength and

high strength of concrete (1", = 30MPa_ Ie = 60MPa) are selected to observe the overall

efTcct of this parameter on strength of slender PEC column. The area of the failure

envelope is found to bc increased considerably with the increasc of the concrete strength.

An averagc increase of 33% is found in compression zone. when the concrete strcngth is
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varied within the selected range whereas in tension zone. an average increment of 19% is

noted.

5.3 CONCLUSIONS

The parametric study of slender PEC column is conducted about the weak axis bending.

Load deflection curves and load moment curves for slender pEC column constructed with

a variety of geometric parameters selected arc studied to determine the efTect of this

parameter on column behaviour.

Alike strong axis bending. the axial capacity of a slender partially encased composite

column is rcduced signilicantly with the increase in the load eccentricity ratio (e/d). The

axial capacity drops in a greater amount in weak axis bending since lower stiffness is

achieved here. Moreover. increasing the e/d ratio li'om 0.1 to 0.2 reduces the axial capacity

by 28% whereas increasing the e/d ratio to 0.4 reduces the capacity by 62% as compared

to the capacity corresponding to e/d = 0.1. These values are higher li'om that observed in

major axis bending. Mid-height deflection is found to increase in a signilicant rate with the

increase ofe/d.

Overall slenderness ratio (Lid) influences the axial capacity of slender PEC column

inversely. About 25% reduction in the axial capacity is observed by incrcasing the Lid

ratio from 5 to 30. The decreasing rate is found almost similar as observed in strong axis

bending. In addition. exponential increase in lateral dellection is observed with the

increase in the slenderness ratio.

Flange plate slenderness ratio (bit) is proved to be an important parameter in decreasing

the load carrying capacity of slender PEC column subjected to weak axis bending.

Increasing the bl, ratio I'rom 25 to 35 decreases the axial load capacity by 20%. The

average variation rate lollows the trend or that found in major axis bending. Lateral

deflection of slender column is increased signilicantly when bit ratio is increased within

this range. On the other hand. spacing of transverse links is found to have insignificant

effect on the behaviour of slender PEC column.
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Slenderness effect on load-moment curve is more significant from slenderness ratio of 25

or more. In the interaction diagram, a reduction in failure load in the compression zone is

found be around 45% when LId ratio is increased from 5 to 30. The tension zone in the

interaction diagram is observed to be comparatively much smaller. Use of high strength

concrete (60MPa) results in 33% increase in strength of PEe column compared with

normal strength concrete.
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CHAPTER SIX

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

6.1 GENERAL

The behaviour of slender partially encased composite (PEC) column under eccentric

loading is studied numerically. The numerical tool is formulated using the Newmark's

numerical iterative procedure. The load deflection curve and the load moment interaction

diagram for slender PEC columns are established. The ultimate load carrying capacity.

detlection at the ultimate point and bending moment capacity for slender PEC columns arc

estimated using the proposed method. The performance of this method is demonstrated by

comparing the long column tests from published literature (Chicoine ct al.. 2000). The

ultimate capacity of the test columns are compared to that obtained numerically. The

proposed numerical method is observed to predict the experimental results with rcasonable

accuracy.

The numerical method presented is used to conduct an extensive parametric study on PEC

columns undcr major and minor axis bending. The variable parameters included in the

parametric study arc initial load eccentricity ratio (eld). overall column slenderness ratio

(Lid). tlange plate slenderness ratio (bit). link spacing to depth ratio (.,leI)and compressive

strength of concrete (Ie). The effects of these parameters arc studied on the load to mid

height detlection curve. ultimate load and maximum lateral deflection of PEC columns

subjected to axial compression and bending. Moreover, the effects of these parameters on

the load moment interaction curve of slender PEC column are studied. The major

conclusions of the parametric study are included in the following section.
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6.2 CONCLUSIONS

The numerical procedure developed is found to predict the ultimate load of slender PEC

column with reasonable accuracy. from limited study about 90% accuracy is

dcmonstrated on an averagc. Herc. thc parametric study is divided into two parts and thc

rclcvant conclusions arc given bclow.

6.2.1 Parametric Study under Strong Axis Bcnding

The axial capacity of a partially encased composite column is rcduced significantly as the

overall slenderness ratio incrcascs. p3lticularly for columns with slendcr plates. About

20% rcduction in axial capacity is observed by increasing thc Ud ratios fi'om 10 to 30.

Effect of second order deflection on total deflection is lound to be insignificant when Ud

ratio is 10.

for the eccentrically loaded columns. load carrying capacity is found to drop significantly

with an increase in eccentricity. Increasing the eM ratio trom 0.1 to 0.5 reduces the axial

capacity by about 50%. The effect of the ratio of initial load eccentricity to the overall

depth of the column cross-section is observed to increase the lateral displacement of

slender eolumns significantly and is found more pronounced for columns with higher Ud

ratio.

The lateral deflection of slender column is increased when hi! ratio is increased within the

selected range. The axial capacity and deflection of the PEC column is observed to be

slightly atTected by the rangc of link spacing selected in this study.

Among the selected parameters. slenderness ratio. flange plate slenderness ratio and

concrete strength are varied to observe the influence of these parameters on P-M curve of

slender PEC column. Decrease in strength is found with the increase of slenderness ratio

and flange plate slenderness ratio. When the slenderness ratio reaches to 25. the reduetion

in strength is more significant. At the same time. failure envelope becomes smaller with

the inerease of slenderness ratio. As the strength of eoncrete inereases. strength of slender

PEC column increases in large amount. The results showed that increasing the concrete

strength from 30MPa to 60MPa cnhances the column capacity 40%. Moreover. a smaller
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tension zone is observed in the P-M curve as slendcrness ratio and concrcte strength

increases.

6.2.2 Parametric Study under Weak Axis Bending

Similar to strong axis bending. the axial capacity of a slender paltially encased composite

column is reduced significantlywith the increase in the load eccentricity ratio. Thc axial

capacity drops in a greater amount in weak axis bending sincc lower stiffness is achicved

here. About 62% reduction in the axial capacity is found by increasing the e/d ratio fi'om

0.1 to 0.5. Mid-height dcllection is found to increase at a significant rate with the increase

of this parameter. Overall slenderness ratio influences the axial capacity of slender PEC

column inversely. About 25% reduction in the axial capacity is observcd by increasing the

Uti ratio from 5 to 30.

Larger Ilange plate slenderness ratio is observed to be an important parameter in reducing

the load carrying capacity. The average variation rate follows thc trend of that found in

major axis bending. Besides. lateral deflection of slender column is increased when hit

ratio is increased within this range. Moreover. spacing of transverse links is found to be

insignilicant on the behaviour of slender PEC column. In weak axis bending. the tension

zone is observed to bc comparatively much smaller than compression zone that is found in

case of strong axis bending. Slenderness effect on load-moment curve is more significant

far slenderncss ratio of 25 or more. In addition. a greater increase in strcngth is found in

compression zone compared to that of the tension zone of the interaction diagrams for the

incremcnt of 30MPa in the strength of concrete. An average increase of 33% is found in

compression zone. when the concrete strength ischanged from 30MPa to 60MPa whereas

in tension zone. an average increment of 19% is noted.

6.3 DESIGN RECOMMENDATIONS

Based on the rcsults of the parametric study the following design rccommendations may

be provided which arc resembled to the dcsign guidelines of Canadian stcel design codc

(CSA-S 16-09).

i) Eccentricity of axial load has significant inlluencc on the ultimate capacity of

slender PEC column. From the analysis result, it is found that increase in the eld
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ration from 0.1 to 0.2 causcs a significant drop (about 20%) in axial load.

Therefore. to reduce the stability failure it is beneficial to kecp the c/d ratio within

0.1.

ii) Observing the effect of overall slenderness ratio (Lid) on the strength of PEC

column it is recommended to maintain the slenderness ration less than 25.

iii) Thc impact of the selccted parameter on slender PEC column is found to be more

vulnerable for weak axis bending. In wcak axis bending. the lailure of slender PEC

column is also observcd to be brittle compared to PEC column in major axis

bending. Behaviour under weak axis can be improved by the use of additional

rebars or using high perlonnance concrcte (such as fibre reinforced concrcte) in

PEC columns.

iv) Since a considerable decline in strength occurs at flange platc thickness ratio of 30

due to thinner flange plate. it is recommended to maintain thc flange plate

slenderness ratio less than 30.

v) Concrete strength can improve the load carrying capacity of slender PEC column

significantly. High strcngth concrete can be used in the design of slender PEC

columns. however. the ductility of high strength concrcte PEC columns under

cyclic loading can be improved by confining the concrctc or introducing high

performance matcrials.

vi) There is no significant benefit of utilizing lower link spacing in slcnder PEC

columns; rather it increases the cost of construction. A link spacing less than 0.5

may not be used for slender PEC columns.

The findings of the current study can also be helpful in proposing design equations for

increased lateral momcnt and reduced Ilexural stiffness for this composite section.
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6.4 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

The numerical study is carried out for slender PEC column subjected to monotonic vertical

loading only. Additional study may be carried out on the behaviour of PEC column

subjected to cyclic horizontal loads.

The numerical study is conductcd up to the peak load point for slender PEC column acting

under eccentric loading condition. In future, post peak behaviour of these types of columns

may be studied and analyzed by numerical simulations.

Material nonlinearity is not considered in formulating the load deflection response of

slcnder PEC columns. The numerical method can be modified to include nonlinear

material behaviour of concrete in future research.
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APPENI)[X

A slender partially encased composite column of slenderncss ratio (Lid) 25is selected for

the analysis. The cross-section of the column is 450 nlln x 450 mm in dimension. The

following lig. shows in details the sectional properties of the column. In this analysis.

flange platc slenderncss ratio (bit) and transverse link spacing to depth ratio (s/d)is

selected as 25 and 0.7 respectively. Load eccentricity ratio of this eccentrically loaded

column is selected as (e/d) 0.2. Besides. 28 days cylindrical strength of concrete is taken

as 30MPa. Modulus of elasticity of steel (Es) is selected as 200000MPa and from the

strength of concrete; mod ulus of elasticity of concrete (Ec) becomes 24862M Pa.

t = 9 mm

t = 9 nlll1

.::t

bF 450 mm

d = 450 nlll1

Transverse
Link

Moment of Inertia of steel section. 1, = db/ /12 - [(d-I) *(br21/ /12) = ./.6 x 10
8mm'

Moment of Inertia of concrete p0l1ion.1c = db//12 - 1.,= 2.96 x lIlmm'

Area of concrete. A,. = (d-I) *(br2I) = 190512ml1/

According to AISC (2005) effective flexural stiffness of composite column can be

calculated as.

E:l =£1 +C£I
ell ss lee

The co-eflicient. C, is detennined using the effective area of steel as follows:

A
C = 0.1+ 2(.2£ + A )

1 A se
c
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Again.

A,'e = (d - 2r + 2be)r

k= 0.9 +0.2(~/+(J.75.

(b
s

/ bI
I

= 2.68

(0,5 S~ S /)
hI'

b
). -
p

= 0,5

2
/2(1- V,I' JFy

2
l[ Esk

b = 416mn1e

')
A =11376111111-
se

C1 =0.21

14 2£1~ff= I ,I x ION - 1!lll1
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Fig.: Assumption of deflection in Newmark's method

Total moment at mid-height of column, M= Pe +PA = p(O.2 + I)

The values of deflections at other locations are determined by taking the deflected shape

linear and corresponding moments are calculated.

Curvature at mid-height of column, If' = M/EI
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Determination of Equivalent Nodal Force:

'1',
- - -- -'1'. - -- -- -

0 I

I I
11,/2 11,/2

Fig.: Equivalent nodal force at extreme corner point

1 rp +rp LJ
R =-( 0 l)(-l)o 2 2 2

o

R,

1 --- '1',-- -- '1', -- ---- -
2

Fig.: Equivalent nodal force at interior point

1 rpO + 2rpl + rp2
R =-(-- )(LJ )
I 2 2 x

At mid-height of column.
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Aller determining equivalent nodal force, shear force diagram and bending moment

diagram is drawn which are equivalent to the slope and deflection. The table A.I to A.2

shows the result.

Calculation of Seeor,,1 order deflection using Newmark's Method

Table A.I: Calculation of second order deflection lor an axial load of 1332 kN

Distaoce Initial Total Curvature Equivalent Siopc Deflection

(m) Deflection Moment (per mm) Nodal Force (mm)

(mm) (kN-m) (10.6) (10-4)

0 0 122 0.99x I0'" 1.42 0.003 0

0.381 0.62 122.9 I x 10'" 1.91 0.0028 1.15

0.762 1.24 123.7 1.0IxI0" 1.92 0.0026 2.22

1.143 1.86 124.5 1.02x 10'" 1.94 0.0024 3.22

1.524 2.48 125.3 1.023x I0'" 1.95 0.0022 4.14

1.905 3.1 126.2 1.03x I0'" 1.96 0.002 5

2.286 3.72 127 1.04x I0'" 1.97 0.0018 5.77

2.667 4.34 127.8 1.043 x IO-=<> 1.99 0.0016 6.47

3.048 4.96 128.7 1.05 x I0-:6 2 0.0014 7.09

3.429 5.58 129.5 1.06x IOc6 2.01 0.0012 7.64

3.81 6.2 130.3 1.063 x IOc6 2.03 0.001 8.11

4.191 6.82 131.1 1.07x 10-=<> 2.04 0.0008 8.5

4.572 7.44 132 I .08x I0-:6 2.05 0.0006 8,82

4.953 8.06 132.8 1.083x 10.6 2.07 0.0004 9.06

5.334 8.68 133.6 1.09x I0'" 2.08 0.0002 9.22

5.715 9.3 134.4 1.097x 10'" 2.08 0 9.3

6.096 8.68 133.6 1.09x 10.6 - - -
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Table A.2: Calculation of second order deflection for an axial load of2664 kN

Distance Initial Total Curvature Equivalent Slope Deflection

(m) Deflection Moment (per mm) Nodal Force (mm)

(mm) (kN-m) (10.6) (10-4)

0 0 244.1 1.99 2.85 0.0064 0

0.381 1.34 247.6 2.02 3.88 0.006 2.43

0.762 2.67 251.2 2.05 3.93 0.0056 4.72

1.143 4.01 254.8 2.08 3.99 0.0054 6.86

1.524 5.34 258.3 2.1 4.04 0.0052 8.84

1.905 6.68 261.9 2.14 4.\ 0.0048 10.67

2.286 8.02 265.5 2.17 4.15 0.0044 12.35

2.667 9.35 269.0 2.19 4.21 0.004 13.86

3.048 10.69 272.6 2.22 4.26 0.0036 15.22

3.429 12.02 276.2 2.25 4.32 0.0031 16.41

3.81 13.36 279.7 2.28 4.37 0.0027 17.44

4.191 14.7 283.3 2.31 4.43 0.0022 18.3

4.572 16.03 286.9 2.34 4.48 0.0018 19

4.953 17.37 290.4 2.37 4.54 0.0013 19.52

5.334 18.7 294.0 2.4 4.59 0.0009 19.87

5.715 20.04 297.6 2.43 4.59 0 20.05
,

6.096 18.7 294.0 2.4 - - -
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Table A.3: Calculation of second order deflection for an axial load of 3996 kN

Distance Initial Total Curvature Equivalent Slope Deflection

(m) Deflection Moment (per mm) Nodal Force (mm)

(mm) (kN-m) (10.6) (10.4)

0 0 366.1 2.98 4.3 0.01 0

0.381 2.17 374.8 3.06 5.89 0.0096 3.9

0.762 4.35 383.5 3.13 6.02 0.0091 7.58

1.143 6.52 392.2 3.2 6.16 0.0084 11.03

1.524 8.7 400.9 3.27 6.3 0.0078 14.24

1.905 10.87 409.6 3.34 6.43 0.0071 17.21

2.286 13.05 418.4 3.41 6.57 0.0065 19.94

2.667 15.22 427.1 3.48 6.7 0.0058 22.42

3.048 17.39 435.8 3.55 6.84 0.0051 24.64

3.429 19.57 444.5 I 3.62 6.97 0.0044 26.6

3.81 21.74 453.2 3.7 7.11 0.0037 28.3

4.191 23.92 461.9 3.77 7.24 0.003 29.73

4.572 26.09 470.6 3.83 7.38 0.0022 30.88

4.953 28.27 479.3 3.91 7.51 0.0015 3 I. 75

5.334 30.44 488 3.98 7.65 0.0008 32.33

5.715 32.61 496.7 4.05 7.65 0 32.62

6.096 30.44 488 3.98 - - -
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Table A.4: Calculation of second order deflection for an axial load of 5582 kN

Distance Initial Total Curvature Equivalent Slope Deflection

(m) Deflection Moment (per mm) Nodal Force (mm)

(mm) (kN-m) (10.6) (10.4)

0 0 511.4 4.17 6.03 0.016 0

0.381 3.38 530.3 4.33 8.39 0.015 5.96

0.762 6.76 549.2 4.48 8.68 0.014 11.59

1.143 10.14 568.1 4.63 8.97 0.013 16.9

1.524 13.52 587 4.79 9.27 0.012 21.86

1.905 16.9 605.9 4.94 9.56 0.011 26.47

2.286 20.28 624.9 5.1 9.85 0.01 30.72

2.667 23.66 643.8 5.25 10.14 0.009 34.59

3.048 27.04 662.7 5.41 10.44 0.008 38.07

3.429 30.42 681.6 5.56 10.74 0.007 41.16

3.81 33.8 700.5 5.71 11.03 0.006 43.83

4.191 37.18 719.4 5.87 11.32 0.005 46.09

4.572 40.56 738.3 6.02 11.61 0.004 47.92

4.953 43.94 757.2 6.18 11.91 0.002 49.3

5.334 47.32 776.1 6.33 12.2 0.001 50.23

5.715 50.7 795 6.48 12.2 0 50.7

6.096 47.32 776.1 6.33 - - -
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Calculated momcnts at differcnt axial load on slendcr PEC column to plot P-M curve:

Axial Load (kN) Deflection (mm) Moment (kN-m)

1332 9.3 134
2664 20.05 298
3996 32.62 497
5582 50.7 795

Axial Load

1',,11

(1-1\1 curve of slender PEe
column

Cross-section Interaction
diagram

Moment

Fig: Determination of axial load capacity of slcnder PEC column

In a similar way as shown in the tablcs. deflection for Pull is determined and Load-

deflcction curve is completed.

5000
4500
4000

Z 3500
-'" 3000."
'" 25000-';;; 2000
'x« 1500

1000
500

0
0 10 20 30 40 50

Mid-height deflection (mm)

Fig.: Load-deflection response of PEC column
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Formulation of interaction diagram for slcnder PEC eolumn:

The load eccentricity ratios (e/d) are varied from 0.05 to 50. Then the following procedure

is followed.

P-M curve of slender PEC
column

Axial Load

o

M;P.e, C2

Hz

Column strength

Cross-section
strength

A2
1)2

;\loIllent

Fig.: Formation of interaction diagram for PEC column

For eld ; 0.1. the point C ( 308. 5800) and for eld ; 0.8 the point E (888. 2200) .

P-M curve at different eccentricities
Eccentricity is 5% of the depth of column

Load (kN) Moment (kN-m)

0 0

2220 60

4440 143

6660 262

6850 274
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Eccentricity is 10% of the depth of column

Load (kN) Moment (kN-m)

0 0
2220 120
4440 286
5106 349
5900 432

Eccentricity is 20% of the depth of column

Load (kN) Moment (kN-m)

0 0
1332 134
2664 298
3996 497
4700 620

Eccentricity is 30% of the depth of column

Load (kN) Moment (kN-m)

0 0
1110 165
2220 359
3330 588
4000 746

Eccentricity is 40% of the depth of column

Load (kN) Moment (kN-m)

0 0
888 173
1776 371
2664 595
3450 820
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\

Eccentricity is 50% of the depth of column

Load (kN) Moment (kN-m)

0 0
666 160
1332 336
1998 530
3007 863

Eccentricity is 60% ofthe depth of column

Load (kN) Moment (kN-m)

0 0
666 192
1332 403
1998 636
2800 948

Eccentricity is 70% of the depth of column

Load (kN) Moment (kN-m)

0 0
666 224
1110 386
1554 558
2400 919

Eccentricity is 80% of the depth of column

Load (kN) Moment (kN-m)

0 0
666 256
1110 441
1776 741
2160 928
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Eccentricity is 90% of the depth of column

Load (kN) Moment (kN-m)

0 0

444 189

888 390

1332 605

2000 955

Eccentricity is 100% of the depth of column

Load (kN) Moment (kN-m)

0 0

444 210

888 434

1332 672

1850 971

Eccentricity is 250% of the depth of column

Load (kN) Moment (kN-m)

0 0

444 525

555 661

666 800

800 971

Eccentricity is 500% of the depth of column

Load (kN) Moment (kN-m)

0 0

222 517

266 622

311 728

400 943
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9000

8000

7000

6000
Z
~ 5000
""~
.9
;;; 4000.x••

3000

2000

1000

a
a 100 200 300 400 sao 600 700 800 900 1000

Moment (kN-m)

Fig.: Interaction diagram for slender PEe column
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